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Introduction 

 

The purpose of the present study is to investigate the diverse relationships between 

interest and self-efficacy in relation to learning situations. It has been established that 

both motivational factors are significantly influential in academic learning situations 

(e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2007; Bandura, 1977; 1997a; Eccles & Wigfield, 

2002; Smith, Kass, Rotunda & Schneider, 2006). In everyday language the concepts are 

expressed in ways such as “being interested in math” and “being good or bad in math”. 

The expressions can be rather vague with no specific information about what makes the 

particular learning domain interesting to the individual, and why the individual believes 

to be good or bad in it. The current research focuses on how interest and self-efficacy 

relate with mathematical performances.  

The methodological approach of this study is based on abductive reasoning, which 

implies that the formation of my theoretical frame of reference has occurred 

concurrently and dynamically with the process of collecting data (Alasuutari, 1994; 

Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009). The aim of this study is not to create generalizations based 

on the cases and experiences of a few students that volunteered for interviews. The 

purpose is to shed light on the dynamic and reciprocal phenomena surrounding learning 

and motivation in an academic context, and the individual views on the possibilities for 

change. The original topic of research was concerned with a more general conception of 

change in students’ mathematical performance and motivation, but through the 

processing of data, more specified research questions were generated to serve the 

analysis more comprehensively. They are focused on the two motivational factors of 

self-efficacy and interest, their developing nature, and reciprocal relationships with 

performance. 

Interest is most commonly defined as a psychological state arising from environmental 

stimuli and, additionally, as a predisposition to re-engage with a particular disciplinary 

content over time (Hidi, 2000; Krapp, 2007; Mitchell, 1993; Renninger & Hidi, 2011). 

Self-efficacy is defined as beliefs about individual’s own capabilities to organize and 

execute certain courses of action necessary to function effectively in given conditions 

(Bandura, 1977; 1986; 1997a; 1997b). Contemporary approaches share the assumption 

that both concepts are significantly and dynamically involved in learning situations. 
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Potentially otherwise differing theoretical approaches are increasingly finding common 

ground on the view that both motivational factors may develop and present themselves 

diversely in practice. Performance is referred as mere grades and individual grading 

average in this study. In other words, performance represents an objective indicator of 

change and provides this study its exploratory frame of reference. 

The present study draws inspiration from a research by MacCallum (2001), which 

focused on motivational change from a person-centered approach. The research 

investigated transitional stories of young students, advancing from one educational level 

to the next. Additionally, the research utilized qualitative methods of data collection and 

analysis, which is relatively exceptional on the field of educational psychology and in 

relation to motivational phenomena. The present study addresses questions concerned 

with motivational change, approaching it through the concepts of interest and self-

efficacy. Under the investigation are individually experienced, actualized and potential 

changes of these motivational factors in relation to mathematical learning. Unlike much 

of the previous research, the aim of this study is to generate a dynamic picture on how 

interest and self-efficacy beliefs independently and reciprocally influence mathematical 

performances, and conversely, how changes in performances create development of the 

motivational factors. 
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2. Conceptualizations of Interest 

 

Interest can be conceptualized in a variety of ways, each of which reflects a different 

theoretical and methodological orientation. Contemporary approaches widely share the 

assumption that interest develops through the interaction of the person and their 

environment (e.g., Hidi, 2000, Renninger & Hidi, 2011). Human interest should not be 

seen just as a stable, trait-like characteristic, but rather as a complex motivational 

system that is in a permanent developmental process (Krapp, 2007). Interest can be seen 

as being a psychological state arising from environmental stimuli as well as an 

individual’s predisposition to re-engage particular disciplinary content over time. The 

distinction may also be expressed as situational and individual interest, respectively, and 

it has been empirically verified. (E.g., Ainley, Hidi & Berndorff, 2002; Hidi, 2000; 

Mitchell, 1993.) The idiosyncrasies of these dimensions will be discussed more 

thoroughly in following sections. The theoretical discussion will cover different 

psychological and reciprocal processes that are taken to be responsible for the 

developmental changes of interest. 

The current research constitutes its interest-related assumptions on approaches with a 

developmental emphasis, and attempts to complement the existing research and 

theoretical discussion about the psychological processes behind interest development. 

The approaches vary in their scopes of conceptualizing interest. Educational psychology 

interprets interest as a relation between a certain interest and growing awareness of self 

of the person holding the interest (Renninger & Hidi, 2011). Based on the assumed 

relationship, Krapp (2007) has developed an approach of a person-object theory of 

interest (POI). Interest is conceptualized as a particularly directed, content-specific 

person-object relationship, which is somewhat enduring throughout one’s life-span. 

Parallel to the preceding approach, Hidi and Renninger (2006) have developed a four-

phase model of interest development. The development of the phases is based on 

empirical evidence. They are as follows: triggered situational, maintained situational, 

emerging individual and well-developed individual interest. Both of the described 

theories define the development of interest through reciprocal interactions with the 

environment (Renninger & Hidi, 2006) and emphasize its importance in various 

learning situations. 
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2.1. Cognitive, affective and value factors of interest development 

Developmental theories of interest contain the assumption that all of the stages of 

development share cognitive, affective and value-related characteristics in varying 

amounts (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Krapp, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2011). With respect 

to knowledge structures, the four-phase model of interest development assumes that as 

an interest develops, so does domain-related knowledge representations. Thus 

established, well-developed individual interests are highly differentiated from one 

individual to another by their cognitive connections due to unique developmental 

processes. Similarly, the person-object theory acknowledges acquiring new cognitive 

representations as a part of interest development. However, it emphasizes that a learning 

person must have metacognitive knowledge about the unknown aspects of a certain 

interest domain, i.e. the limits of one’s knowledge structures, and about situations that 

could provide the learner with opportunities to apply one’s existing knowledge 

structures and interests (Prenzel, 1988, cited in Krapp, 2007). The four-phase model 

also assumes that a person highly interested in a certain domain is not content with the 

current level of knowledge and competencies, but rather, is eager to acquire new 

information and abilities related areas of discourse.  

In relation to emotional characteristics, the most typical feelings of interest-based 

activity are enjoyment, involvement, stimulation, and tension (Prenzel, 1988, cited in 

Krapp, 2007; Schiefele, 1991). The affective variety depends, to a certain degree, on the 

phase or level of an interest. On one hand, the four-phase model of interest development 

suggests that a triggered situational interest can be associated with either positive or 

negative feelings (Hidi & Renninger, 2006). On the other hand, the person-object theory 

implies that interest can be seen an undivided activity which includes no gap between 

what a person has to do in a specific interest-based situation and what the person likes 

to do (Krapp 2007). The former approach emphasizes that the cognitive and affective 

systems are complimentary, and all of the factors are crucial to be present in order for 

interest to develop. For example, a person with well-developed interest is more likely to 

maintain positive affects for content when faced with difficulties. (Hidi & 

Harackiewicz, 2000; Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011.) Then again, 

the POI construes the affective system as complementary but separate of cognitive 

representations (e.g. Krapp, 2007). Even though the systems are co-existing, they act 

independently and distinctively, and the highly influential emotional characteristics of 
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interest development are not accessible to one’s conscious cognitive information-

processing system. This level of consciousness in the development of interest is a 

distinctive factor that separates the two approaches.  

There are varying assumptions concerning value-related characteristics, the other two 

dimensions, and interest development. The four-phase model assumes that valuing a 

specific domain of interest emerges from the reciprocal relations of the quality of one’s 

understanding and the challenge that the domain represents. (Renninger, 2000.) 

However, the POI suggests that an interest must be in accordance with other aspects of 

a person’s related goals, attitudes, and expectations. On the whole, deeper individual 

interest develops together with one’s identified self-system. This valuing of knowledge 

and actions within a certain domain of interest may also be referred to as a high 

subjective esteem. (Krapp, 2007.) Overall, the process of learning about meaningfulness 

and value of a certain interest content is through which situational interest is maintained 

and transformed into more persevering individual interest (Mitchell, 1993).  

The notions of knowledge, affect, and value with their reference to an individual’s 

interaction and relationship with a specific domain (i.e. certain class of tasks or objects) 

distinguishes the construct of interest from other psychological concepts (Krapp, Hidi & 

Renninger, 1992). The dynamically reciprocal relationships between the different 

factors are represented by the following account: A person will only engage 

continuously with a certain domain of tasks or objects only if, based on cognitive and 

rational considerations, the engagement is assessed as important (i.e. value-related 

valence), and only if the interaction with the tasks and objects are experienced as 

positive and emotionally satisfactory (Deci, 1992; 1998; Krapp, 2005; 2007). The 

cognitive-emotional processes that operate the development – questioning and 

challenging the existing knowledge structures and experiences due to curiosity – relate 

to one’s goals for achievement and thus future interest trajectories (Krapp, 2007; 

Renninger, 2000). 

 

2.2. Triggering situational interest 

The experience of being interested is always a result of an interaction between specific 

situational and personal factors, creating an emotional reaction and lasting for a varying 

period of time (e.g., Hidi, 2000; Sansone & Harackiewicz, 2000). Despite the specificity 
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of stimuli, the occurrence of situational interest tends to be shared among individuals, 

though depending on the receptivity of the individual (Krapp et al., 1992).  

The object of interest may vary from concrete things to a certain topic, subject-matter or 

idea – in reference to my current research to the subject of mathematics – which is then 

cognitively interpreted by the person. For an interest to emerge, one must interact and 

engage with a certain object on the concrete level of action as well as the schematic 

level of cognitive-emotional appraisal and working (Krapp, 2005; 2007). The four-

phase model assumes that interest is triggered and maintained by any environmental 

feature which entails incongruity, challenge, surprise, more intensity, or personal 

relevance to the learner (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011).  

Situational interest is typically, but not exclusively, externally supported. (e.g., Hidi & 

Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011.) The exchange between an external stimulus 

and a person’s cognitive-affective evaluation of it encloses similar suggestions between 

the two approaches in relation to the emergence of interest: external efforts and valid 

cognitive appraisal, which relate at least some degree of personal value and curiosity to 

the object of interest, are necessary in order for an interest to develop further than a 

mere fleeting emotion. In order for the triggered situational interest to sustain its 

cumulative development, the process needs to involve efforts from others and/or 

environmental challenges or opportunities. 

 

2.3. Emergence and maintenance of individual interest 

Under productive and personally relevant conditions, and through conscious, purposeful 

and repeated engagement, situational interest may grow into a longer lasting 

relationship between the individual and the content of interest, that is, into a 

multidimensional individual interest (e.g., Krapp, 2007; Krapp et al., 1992). Individual 

interest can be conceptualized on different levels – related to specific domains, to 

specific activities, and to general individual interest (Ainley et al., 2002). The 

development of interest from situational to individual interest can be conceptualized in 

differing ways, as well. On one hand, it can be seen as an emerging and well-developed 

phasing or a multi-staged internalization of interest (for full conceptualization of 

internalization, see Deci & Ryan, 1985). On the other hand, it has been proposed that 

the developmental process represents a developmental continuum, not completely 
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separate phases (Krapp, 2007). In addition to the concepts of phases and continuum, 

interest has conversely been described as relatively stable (Roberts & DelVecchio, 

2000, cited in Hidi & Renninger, 2006). These studies have mainly recorded the 

presence of interest, though – not how and why it is developed (Hidi & Renninger, 

2006). It should not be misunderstood that even though interest is not present, it would 

not be able to develop if encouraged. 

A deeply interested individual is motivated to re-engage with certain type of tasks and 

domains if given a choice (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011). 

Incremental storing and utilizing of knowledge in this phase of interest development 

relates to curiosity, self-set challenges and questions, and resourcefulness when task 

conditions do not offer obvious answers to the individual’s questions. One can 

anticipate subsequent steps when working with a learning content and the work itself 

can, in the best scenario, feel effortless. Modeling, support and encouragement from 

peers, teachers, and so on, can cultivate the process of interest development, and in 

other words, understanding and learning. Based on the most influential theoretical 

approaches related the current study, an interplay of cognitive, affective, and value 

factors is the central condition for lasting individual interest. This type of interest 

consequently sustains long-term constructive and creative endeavors, generates more 

diverse learning strategies, endures frustration and perseveres even when there are 

obstacles of learning (e.g., Krapp, 2007; Renninger, 2000). 

 

2.4. Fluctuation of interest 

A long-lasting relationship between a person and a specific domain, which depicts well-

developed individual interest, is constantly evolving. It is simultaneously an 

idiosyncratic psychological state of being and a process of developing more constant 

predisposition-based interest. Because of the constant possibility of change the focus of 

one’s interest may be shifted over time due to new information that challenges the 

existing knowledge structures. (Renninger, 2000.) These challenges portray possible 

new directions for affective and value structures, as well. By challenging the systemic 

structures and imposing updated order for them, a person will come to develop one’s 

sense of competences (Renninger, 1989; 1990) and self-efficacy (e.g., Bandura, 1997a), 

in addition to the mere interest.  
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The development of diversified individual interest is not self-evident. The process is 

influenced by individual experience, temperament, genetic predisposition, age, and 

learning environment (Renninger & Hidi, 2011; Tsai et al., 2008). If the external 

support or means of self-regulation are not sufficient, the process of interest 

development may be reversed and the progress of learning halted (Hidi & Renninger, 

2006). In other words, the interest development towards a certain domain can regress to 

a previous stage, or disappear altogether. Conversely, even if negative emotions are 

initially experienced, appropriate elements of support in situations of developing 

interest and learning can ease the negativity and reverse them into positive emotions. 

(Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger, 2000.) 

An interesting notion considering the interplay of situational and individual factors of 

interest development is that a person, who already maintains a more developed 

individual interest towards a specific domain, can experience related situational interest 

(Renninger & Hidi, 2011). There always is an interaction between situational factors 

and individual factors that together create interest – or lack of interest (Bergin, 1999). 

For example, a person with established and well-developed interest structures for a 

domain can experience authentic situational interest if the situational factors produce 

novel challenges and thus curiosity to develop the existing interest structures. 

 

2.5. Motivating the uninterested 

Educators are continuously speculating how to work with unmotivated students. 

Catching the interest of students, maintaining it (Mitchell, 1993), and enhancing it 

(Niemivirta & Tapola, 2007) are essential for developing individually motivated 

learning. Without personal interest no real appreciation and acquisition of knowledge of 

a specific learning content can be gained (Bergin, 1999; Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000). 

When a task or performance is not interesting, individuals may respond in a variety of 

ways: An individual may change activity through either real or psychological 

transformation; adopt new goals that enable continuation with the activity; or quit 

altogether. The chosen option depends on individual’s emotional response (e.g., Ainley 

et al., 2002) and the existence of a sufficient reason for finishing the uninteresting 

activity (Sansone & Smith, 2000).  
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Certain research findings on the concept of intrinsic motivation are relevant to the 

current topic of research: a steady decrease of motivation, and especially concerning 

studying math, occurs as children progress through grades in school – a clearer decrease 

on intrinsic and somewhat of a difference on extrinsic factors (Gottfried, Fleming, & 

Gottfried, 2001, referencing Gottfried, 1985; Lepper & Henderlong, 2000). This 

motivational phenomenon can be assumed to be connected to students’ levels of interest 

due to the close relation between the concepts.  Intrinsic motivation could be interpreted 

to be somewhat comparative to individual interest and well-developed, internalized 

structures, whereas extrinsic motivational factors could relate to external and situational 

stimuli. As well as well-developed interest, students may have intrinsic motivation for 

certain school subjects, but not for, for instance math, due to developmental decrease 

over school years (Gottfried et al., 2001, referencing Gottfried, 1985). However, a 

noteworthy conceptual difference exists between interest and intrinsic motivation – it 

has been established that the objects of individual interest can evolve over time and vary 

individually. Conversely, intrinsic motivation is conceptually defines as increasingly 

stable with advancement of age. Therefore, direct interpretational continuities between 

findings concerning interest towards math and findings concerning intrinsic motivation 

towards it must be done with caution. 

Individual interest, with its genuine curiosity and involvement with a specific content, is 

the type of involvement that teachers desire to see from their students. It is assumed that 

students who work with contents of individual interest are usually enduringly focused 

and relaxed with their learning, will likely do better in test situations, and thus achieve 

better grades. Individual interests influence students’ directions of attention towards 

some learning contents and not towards others, even without reflective awareness of the 

specific interest. (Renninger, 2000.) The students, who are not interested in certain 

learning topics, are who set the challenge for schools. Teachers are in the crucial 

position of facilitation when it comes to students’ learning, sense of interest, and the 

possibilities of development with relevant competences and self-efficacy (Renninger, 

2000). There are some contradictory findings on how teachers operate in learning 

situations – on a positive note, it has been suggested that teachers actively choose 

learning topics (Hidi, 1990) and teaching methods (e.g., Hidi, Weiss, Berndorff & 

Nolan, 1998, cited in Hidi & Ainley, 2008) that they expect will trigger students’ 

attention and interest, and thus motivation to do school work (Renninger, 2000). On the 
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contrary, teachers working with older students have often been found to dismiss 

attempts to make learning tasks and topics more interesting or relevant due to 

expectations that older students are already motivated to learn and achieve good grades, 

no matter what their actual individual interests are (Lepper & Henderlong, 2000). 

If we accept the assumption of decreasing interest as students progress through school, 

there are multiple ways for supporting the unmotivated students. Means and practices 

that add to the value of freedom in learning, for example group work, varying task 

types, and use of computers have been found to trigger interest of adolescent students 

(Mitchell, 1993). To obtain continuous developmental improvement of interest factors 

that maintain, rather than merely trigger, students’ interest are more essential in practice 

(Harackiewitz et al., 2000). Overall, flexible methods and tools that promote students’ 

sense of control and self-determination on choices, emphasize learning goals, and 

provide appropriate challenges for students should be applied (Lepper & Henderlong, 

2000; Sansone & Smith, 2000). Most importantly, pedagogical practices should always 

consider that learning tasks have a relevant value for students so that they naturally 

create personal involvement and curiosity in relation to the topic (Lepper & 

Henderlong, 2000). 
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3. Conceptualizations of Self-efficacy 

Self-efficacy refers to beliefs about one’s personal capabilities to organize and execute 

certain courses of action necessary to function effectively in given conditions (Bandura, 

1977; 1986; 1997a). These beliefs may influence one’s willingness to participate in 

prospective tasks, the amount of effort one will expend on the given task, and the 

persistence one implements to the performance of the task if faced with obstacles (e.g., 

Bandura & Schunk, 1981; Smith et al., 2006).  

The construct of self-efficacy has been approached from varying theoretical point of 

views, perhaps the most influential being the social learning theory. Overall, a 

multidimensional picture of the concept has been generated over the years: first of all, 

self-efficacy is assumed to regulate human functioning in ways of cognition, 

motivation, and affect, and in relation to depressive tendencies (Bandura, 1977; 1986; 

1997a). Secondly, the beliefs of self-efficacy also vary on three dimensions: magnitude, 

strength, and generality. These dimensions have significant implications on 

performance through self-imposed task variety, perseverance and effects of experiences. 

(Bandura, 1977; 1986; 1997b; Smith et al., 2006.) Thirdly, self-efficacy beliefs are 

based on four principal sources of information: previous performance accomplishments, 

vicarious experience, verbal and social persuasion, and physiological and emotional 

states (Bandura, 1977; Schunk, 2010; Smith et al. 2006). The most influential source of 

efficacy are past performances and their timing in relation to learning events for they 

form the basis of interpretations of one’s capabilities to master subsequent tasks (e.g. 

Bandura, 1977; Locke, Frederick, Lee & Bobko, 1984; Schunk, 2010). After strong 

self-efficacy beliefs have been developed, failures are more easily overcome, and it can 

actually strengthen one’s self-efficacy to notice that even more difficult obstacles can be 

mastered by sustained effort. Vicarious experiences refer to observing others perform 

(e.g., Schunk, 2010) and assessing the consequences (Bandura, 1977) of those modeled 

actions. Verbal and social persuasion is present in suggestive situations where 

individuals are being led into believing they can cope successfully with tasks that have 

previously been too challenging for them (Bandura, 1977; 1986). Physiological and 

emotional state of being can also produce information about one’s ability to cope with a 

stressful situation (Bandura, 1977). Overall, the reciprocal effects of the various systems 

produce unique beliefs of self-efficacy and thus diverse ways of reacting to situations 

and tasks that individuals are faced with. 
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Throughout one’s personal development, the beliefs are considerably influenced by 

family and peers. At a younger age, family has more effect, and as one matures, peers 

come to obtain more influence as one’s social surroundings become more diverse (e.g., 

Schunk, 2010). Self-efficacy beliefs develop through a process of transforming social 

information into personal judgments. First of all, an individual selects to regard certain 

type of information and disregard the rest. That information is then integrated into the 

individual’s prior knowledge and judgments of efficacy. Next, the information is 

interpreted in a personally relevant manner, and more information may be recollected in 

order to achieve a justifiable and reliable decision on the individual’s quality of self-

efficacy. If an individual is successful at a task, which is positively appraised by a peer 

or a teacher, but which is perceived easy by the individual, the impact of the attainment 

remains small. Then again, mastering a task which is perceived challenging, conveys 

more significant impact on one’s self-efficacy. (Bandura, 1977; 1997b; Schunk, 2010.) 

The fact that even successful performances might not deduce into strengthened self-

efficacy, or that some setbacks can be perceived as relative progress even if the 

performance was better than before, reflects well the complicated matter of cognitive 

processing and development of self-efficacy.  

In addition to being a personally developed construct, self-efficacy can be described as 

social, as well. This refers to a sense of collective efficacy, in other words, a shared 

belief of a group in its capability to accomplish socially set goals and tasks (Schunk, 

2010). 

 

3.1 Self-efficacy as a general and a state-like construct 

The definition of self-efficacy has mostly emphasized task- and domain-specificity 

within the traditional social cognitive frame of reference (e.g., Bandura, 1977; 1986). 

Yet, there is a growing interest and amount of research questioning this definition, 

adding to the construct a more general, trait-like conceptualization of self-efficacy (e.g. 

Chen, Gully, Whiteman & Kilcullen, 2000; Chen, Gully & Eden, 2001). Based on these 

researches, previous successes and failures produce a generalized self-efficacy that is 

relatively stable across situations (Smith et al., 2006). Bandura’s concept is seen 

problematic due to its restricted nature as self-efficacy is frequently considered within 
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limited conditions, which can induce overlooking of generality as a dimension of self-

efficacy (Chen et al., 2001). 

General self-efficacy (GSE) refers to beliefs about one’s overall competence to function 

efficiently and successfully under various situations. Task-specific self-efficacy (SSE) 

beliefs, then again, represent state-like variables that predict situational performance 

and behavior. (Chen et al. 2000; Chen et al. 2001.) Both SSE and GSE are affected by 

judgments of one’s own abilities and capabilities. But with GSE, the beliefs have a 

broader scope considering individual’s attributes, thus concerning and impacting a 

variety of performance tasks. The different levels of beliefs share similar sources of 

information (i.e. actual experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, 

psychological states) (Bandura, 1997a). However, GSE is believed to be more resistant 

to momentary influences than SSE (Scholz, Doña, Sud, & Schwarzer, 2002), which is 

logical for the former should prevail under various conditions, while the latter’s effects 

are assumed to be more situational. Chen et al. (2000) state that GSE influences SSE 

across tasks and situations. For example, individuals with high GSE expect to succeed 

across different domains and this affects positively the SSE beliefs. Additionally, high 

GSE may serve a protective function in unsuccessful and stressful situations – one 

adverse event does not influence an individual with high GSE as much as it might upset 

an individual with low GSE. Bandura (1977; 1997a) has argued against the effects of 

more general self-efficacy beliefs influencing the beliefs about specific tasks or 

behavior, but admits that very significant mastery experiences may affect and transform 

one’s self-efficacy beliefs in general, which may then manifest under various 

conditions. 

Bandura (1997a) states that the GSE beliefs are not sufficient predictors of closely 

prospective behavior. Chen et al. (2000) agrees with this setting to a degree by 

assuming that the GSE beliefs do not directly influence situational behavior. The utility 

of GSE is its ability to predict the SSE beliefs, which then again, are valid mediators of 

situational states, and are manifested as individual differences in learning performances. 

Therefore, the SSE beliefs are considered to serve as mediators between trait-like GSE 

and performance. Both, task-specific and general self-efficacy beliefs are important for 

understanding performance and self-regulatory processes over time. There are different 

studies that support the notion that there is a high correlation between SSE and GSE, 

and both may successfully predict performance (Smith et al., 2006).  
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Direct comparison between the two constructs is difficult due of the scarceness of 

studies that measure both SSE and GSE simultaneously (Chen et al., 2000). The 

usefulness of the construct of GSE has been criticized, especially by social cognitive 

theorists, as low in both theory and practice. Most of the criticism may be because of 

the measurement scale used for GSE, which is claimed to fall short on its psychometric 

qualities and validity research. (Chen et al., 2001; Scholz et al., 2002.) Thus, to better 

the possibilities of comparison between SSE and GSE, and to diversify the construct of 

self-efficacy, more research is needed. 

The new direction of a more general self-efficacy research does not aim to replace the 

existing construct (Chen et al., 2001). Instead it suggests, that in addition to the task-

specific or state-like conceptualization of self-efficacy, a more broad view of self-

efficacy is necessary for understanding the complex reciprocity related to the construct 

and its significance in human performance.  

 

3.2 Self-Efficacy in relation to performance and learning 

Self-efficacy beliefs and behavioral outcomes are highly correlated and the beliefs have 

proven to be the most consistent predictors of performance outcomes when comparing 

to any other motivational variable (Schunk, 2010). The beliefs mediate the effect of 

skills, previous experience, mental ability, and other motivational factors related to 

performance and learning (Locke et al., 1984; Schunk, 2010). The self-efficacy based 

capabilities are reciprocally influenced by other individual factors that may cause 

inconsistencies between effecting factors, quality of one’s self-efficacy, academic 

performance and outcomes. For example, one may believe to be in control of one’s 

learning strategies and motivation level, yet maintain a low sense of self-efficacy for 

learning because of a belief that learning is unimportant and not worthy of one’s time 

(Schunk, 2010). Conversely, one can maintain high self-efficacy beliefs considering a 

certain learning topic, but might not want to behave accordingly due to assessment that 

engagement to the situation could resolve in undesired outcomes. 

The relationships between different levels of self-efficacy beliefs and learning 

performances are complex and reciprocal. Feedback concerning a certain learning 

situation usually directly influences the task-specific self-efficacy, but there is little 

research that shows that a failure in one task would immediately affect the more general 
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beliefs of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997a; Scholz et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2006). A 

failure on a certain academic task will most likely result in decreased SSE, and 

subsequently in decreased task performance, but not in decreased GSE. A single 

unsuccessful performance, and the feedback from it, may also impact an individual’s 

SSE regardless of his or her previous experiences within that domain. Thus it can be 

inferred that GSE is more resilient to single setbacks than SSE (Chen et al., 2000; 

Scholz et al., 2002) in the course of one’s academic career. 

The self-efficacy mechanisms activate goal setting through cognitive comparison, 

which is important for performing a certain task and its outcomes (Bandura & Cervone, 

1983; for goal theory in more detail, see e.g., Locke, 1968). By setting goals a person 

measures their performance against relevant standards of competence. Without this 

comparative process, a person would have little basis for judging how level of 

performance and learning is progressing. (Bandura & Schunk, 1981.) The process may 

result in various adjustments of one’s standards, motivation and self-efficacy beliefs 

(Bandura & Cervone, 1983; Locke et al., 1984). A small discrepancy can make task-

related goals feel attainable and influence self-efficacy beliefs positively. The higher the 

self-dissatisfaction with a substandard performance and the stronger the perceived self-

efficacy for goal attainment, the greater is the individual’s subsequent intensification of 

effort (i.e. motivation). Conversely, if a performance falls noticeably short of one’s 

standards, it can be de-motivating and deteriorating for self-efficacy beliefs. In the latter 

case, there is a risk of total abandonment of the task due to significant adjustment of 

standards, and lowering of effort and self-efficacy beliefs.  

 

3.3 Improving self-efficacy beliefs 

The self-efficacy beliefs provide a foundation for one’s motivation, well-being, and 

personal accomplishments. Unless people believe that they have the competence to 

execute a task and that their actions have desired consequences, they will not, most 

likely, engage in the task. Additionally, the beliefs may influence the level of 

accomplishment that one ultimately achieves due to the reciprocal relationship between 

the beliefs, motivation, performance, and outcomes. (Schunk, 2010.) This refers to a 

situation kind of a self-fulfilling prophecy – the accomplishment will be as high as 

one’s belief and motivation to succeed. 
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If an individual has low self-efficacy, he or she will avoid difficult tasks, be more 

inclined to abandon the task if it is experienced as too complicated, and believe that a 

change for better in his or her performance would not be possible (Bandura. 1977; 

1997b; Schunk, 2010). On an occasion of failure, individuals with low self-efficacy will 

infer the problems onto their own inadequacies and they recover slowly from these 

setbacks. Conversely, if an individual has high self-efficacy, he or she will approach 

difficult tasks seeing them as positive challenges, set higher goals for performance, and 

express more interest and concentration towards the task. If a failure occurs, individuals 

with high self-efficacy, allocate the reasons of unsuccessful performance on temporary 

ignorance, lack of skills, or insufficient effort – all of which can be changed and 

improved for more successful subsequent performances.  

For a learning situation to be positively progressive, one must have information 

available on both, set goals for performance and feedback (e.g., Bandura, 1986; 

Bouffard-Bouchard, 1989). In a situation where information on only one of these factors 

is present, effort and motivation must be governed by self-satisfaction due to the lack of 

referential possibilities (e.g. no feedback, no information about one’s progress). It is 

noteworthy, that a same performance gain may bestow diverse values of self-efficacy 

and satisfaction on different individuals (Bandura & Cervone, 1983). Individuals who 

orient themselves toward sustaining their current level of performance and effort are 

likely to raise their self-efficacy beliefs on learning due to an improvement, whereas 

individuals, who pursue higher gain of learning and expect more from themselves, may 

interpret a sustained level of performance inadequate and inefficient.  

Self-efficacy beliefs tend to decline as students advance through school (e.g., Schunk, 

2010). This is reflected by the differences in the quality of self-efficacy beliefs that 

become more apparent with increasingly challenging academic tasks – some students 

are more and some are less prepared to face the more demanding level of subjects. 

Students’ beliefs in their abilities to learn and perform successfully in academic 

surroundings have significant ramifications on their academic development. Successes 

are likely to strengthen self-efficacy beliefs, while repeated failures are apt to lower 

them. This negative effect is most notable at an early stage of course of performance. As 

self-efficacy beliefs influence future performance based on, among other things, past 

experiences, the repeated failures may result in a downward spiral of academic 

performances. (Bandura, 1995; Smith et al., 2006.)  
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A significant relationship relative to the current research topic is represented by self-

efficacy beliefs concerning mathematics and more general academic learning. 

According to a study by Pajares & Miller (1997) students’ actual capability to solve 

mathematical problems is predicted by their own judgments of those abilities (i.e. 

beliefs of math self-efficacy). The self-efficacy beliefs may even predict an individual’s 

mathematical problem-solving capability as a general mental ability, which then again 

is a major predictor of overall academic performance (Thorndike, 1986). Thus, in order 

to improve students’ overall academic careers, the quality of their mathematical self-

efficacy beliefs should carefully be considered.  
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4. Present study 

The main objective of this study was to qualitatively explore and analyze the dynamics 

of self-efficacy beliefs and interest-related stances of individual students in relation to 

the domain of mathematics. The individual approach brought into analysis students’ 

subjective understandings of their experiences and performances in math.  

Previous research suggests that both self-efficacy and interest are highly influential 

motivational factors in relation to learning and performance (e.g., Eccles & Wigfield, 

2002). Results from previous research demonstrate that both self-efficacy (e.g., 

Bandura, 1977; 1986; 1997a) and interest (e.g., Bergin, 1999; Mitchell, 1993) are 

content-specific and thus prone to change throughout time and in relation to specific 

functional domains. However to date, the relations and dynamics between the two 

concepts, and their coincidental effects on learning, have not been extensively studied 

(Niemivirta & Tapola, 2007). Some exceptions do exist (e.g., Ainley et al., 2002; Silvia, 

2003; Tsai et al., 2008), but even fewer from a qualitative point of view (e.g., 

MacCallum, 2001).  The current study can thus be said to have been somewhat 

exploratory, with the main purpose of shedding light onto this relatively uninvestigated 

dynamic phenomenon. No specific assumptions were made about the dynamics between 

different motivational factors and change of performance level prior to the 

investigation. This type of methodological choice is in accordance with qualitative 

methodology literature (e.g., Eskola & Suoranta, 1998). However, originally, the study 

was based on some foci of attention, which could be expressed as follow: 

 

1. How and what do students comprehend as the reasons behind changes in their 

mathematical studies and performance? 

2. How do students relate to the possibilities to change their mathematical 

performance and learning? 

 

As said in the introduction, the concepts of research analysis and my actual research 

topics were more comprehensively specified based on collected data content. The object 

of investigation became to be the possible relations between self-efficacy beliefs and 

interest, and their effects on students’ mathematical learning and performance. The 

following questions were formed to complement the execution of analysis: 
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1. How does interest influence students’ mathematical performance and learning?  

2. How do individual self-efficacy beliefs influence students’ mathematical 

performance and learning? 

3. How do changes in performance influence students’ self-efficacy beliefs and 

interest in relation to mathematical learning? 
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5. Method 

Participants and Procedure 

The participants of this study were six first-grade students of a senior secondary school 

in southern Finland, one was a boy and five were girls. Their names have been altered 

concerning the quotations in this report to enforce anonymity. They all studied 

mathematics, by either more extensive or shorter curriculum. The interviews were 

carried out as one-on-one, private sessions during two school days in a private room. 

All of the interviewees allowed to be tape recorded. The students were assured that their 

responses were to be handled confidentially. They were reminded that there were no 

correct answers to give, but that they were only to reflect on their thoughts, attitudes, 

and experiences concerning their math studies. The students were informed that their 

participation was voluntary, and that they were allowed to stop the interview at any 

given time. They could present me with questions concerning the research, if necessary. 

A written informed consent was obtained from the guardians of the students prior the 

interviews (Appendix 1).  

A larger, quantitative research was conducted in the particular senior secondary school 

between fall of 2012 and spring of 2013 in collaboration with the University of 

Helsinki. The participants were extracted from the larger sample of students (N=156, 69 

boys and 87 girls) based on their answers of self-report questionnaires and 

performances on mathematics. The collected quantitative data implicated a phenomenon 

that the local school teachers had already noted in practice: compared to the students’ 

math grades at the end of primary school, some of the students were showing salient, 

negative changes in mathematical performances. The teachers were motivated to avert 

this phenomenon in the future and hence, when my supervisor contacted the school of 

my interests in investigating this phenomenon, I was readily given the permission to 

conduct interviews for the selected students. 

The limited amount of informants formed a noteworthy methodological dimension of 

investigation. The presumption that the foremost aim of a qualitative research is not to 

make statistical generalizations (e.g., Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009) verified my 

investigational justifications of using such a limited amount of informants. They were 

selected for the study based on their suitable mathematical performance trajectories in 

order to obtain information that would provide me with a relatively multifaceted and 
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authentic depiction of the chosen phenomena. The so-called saturation point of data 

collection (e.g., Eskola & Suoranta, 1998) was probably not achieved for all the 

participants brought into attention new, individual points of view of the phenomena, but 

a degree of similarity did occur. This does not devalue the reliability of the current 

research, for it aims to explore the phenomena of self-efficacy beliefs and interest in 

relation to mathematical learning and performance in all of their variability. Overall, the 

limited amount of participants can be considered adequate based on the evaluations of 

related research methodology literature (e.g., Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009). The depth and 

reliability of the participants’ accounts and of my analytical interpretations are more 

important for the research than the sheer amount of collected material (Eskola & 

Suoranta, 1998). 

 

Case study 

The methodological design of this investigation was person-centered case study. In 

accordance with qualitative research methodology literature (e.g., Tesch, 1990; Tuomi 

& Sarajärvi, 2009), the design was intended to reveal detailed information about 

individual participants’ thoughts and experiences concerning their mathematical 

learning and performance. The analysis was conducted maintaining a relatively 

individual approach. Even though the participants expressed similar views on the 

matters in discussion, they also represented individual stances. These could be 

addressed through the design of case study for it is a suitable form of qualitative 

descriptive approach for “atypical” cases (Creswell, 1998), as well. 

 

Semi-structured interview 

The method of gathering data for this investigation was semi-structured interview (e.g., 

Eskola & Suoranta, 1998; Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2008; Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009). It 

represents a qualitative method, which contains themed topics of discussion, and refers 

to the chosen topics of investigation in a purposeful and focused manner. The method 

was chosen suitable to investigate the current topic on the basis of the research by 

MacCallum (2001). As a means of conducting the interviews I assembled a list of 

relevant questions (Appendix 2) that could be utilized in the interview situations if 

needed. Accordingly to the methodology of semi-structured interview, it was important 
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to allow relative flexibility of communication and commerce in the interview situations, 

so that the phenomena would be described as authentically as possible. The contents of 

interviews actualized reciprocally, depending on the participant’s answers and my 

guidance as the interviewer, as my understanding of the participant’s views 

accumulated.  

The semi-structured themes of the interviews provided the research and its analysis a 

unified frame of reference (Eskola & Suoranta, 1998). By providing the interviews with 

a certain structure, the topics of my investigational interest were quite thoroughly, and 

yet individually covered. Hence, the data collection was relatively efficient and laid 

grounds for the analysis. In addition to the analytical point of view, the semi-structured 

method created a more conversational atmosphere in the interview situations and 

hopefully eased the interviewees’ feelings towards discussing about their personal 

performance levels and learning.  

The quantitatively analyzed data of the larger study allowed me to form insightful 

conceptions about the participants prior to interviews. I was aware of the possibility that 

these preformed conceptions could influence the courses of the interviews and the 

content of collected data. However, a methodological assessment was made, that the 

value of this pre-collected information as a source of reference and reflection during the 

interviews outweighed the threat of prejudice.  

 

Analysis 

The method of analysis in this research was content analysis (e.g. Eskola & Suoranta, 

1998; Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2008; Tuomi & Sarajärvi, 2009). The process started from 

transcribing all of the recorded, oral data. An overview of the transcriptions provided 

leads for focusing the analysis to the concepts of self-efficacy beliefs and interest, 

instead of maintaining a wider approach of changes in performance and related 

motivation. The original investigational dimensions of motivation, and reasons and 

possibilities of change in performance can be construed as appropriate, because most of 

the collected data could logically be utilized in the analysis. Nevertheless, in order to 

address the more focused motivational dimensions appropriately, more elaborate 

questions were formed for the analysis (presented in chapter 4). 
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The analytic stage and the resulting conclusions of this research progressed accordingly 

to abductive reasoning (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2008) – the theoretical framework became 

more accurate as the content of collected data was addressed, and conversely, the 

theoretical conceptualizations were put into discussion with empirical references. The 

aim of analysis was to discover new points of view of the relations of self-efficacy and 

interest in relation to changes in mathematical learning and performance, compose a 

multifaceted description of the phenomena, and hence complement the existing 

theoretical understanding. 
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6. Results 

The aim of the following sections is to generate a dynamic picture on how interest and 

self-efficacy beliefs independently and reciprocally influence mathematical 

performances. Conversely it is explored, how changes in performances may create 

development of the motivational factors, as well. 

 

6.1. Interest influencing mathematical learning and performance 

Individually developed interest is indispensable for a more comprehensive level of 

learning and understanding. The accounts of interviewed students exemplify different 

phases of interest development in relation to mathematical learning (Hidi & Renninger, 

2006; Krapp, 2007; Renninger & Hidi, 2011). The positions towards math varied from 

one student’s strong lack of interest to conditioned interest of some and to one student’s 

more genuine interest.  

One student, Lauri, was explicitly disinterested in mathematics. He admitted that math 

had had no interest for him basically throughout his period of comprehensive school. 

This indicated that his level of interest had not sufficiently developed from short trigger-

based situations to a more diversified individual interest. Other interviewed students 

expressed to be interested in mathematics, in differing degrees. Most their 

manifestations of interest varied conditionally, though, especially in relation to their 

level of understanding a certain mathematical topic. If the topic was easily 

understandable, their interest was maintained and confirmed; if the learning topic was 

difficult, interest and the related math task were quite lightly dismissed. 

Well it has been kinda interesting. And whenever there’s something like that is 

understandable right away during the class then then you bother to think more 

and if there’s something that you don’t get at all then then you’re like forget it 

(Meiju) 1 

Another conditional term of maintaining interest, which was explicitly expressed by 

especially one student, Piia, was math’s important role for future academic plans. Math 

represented an essential means of proceeding in Piia’s academic career, but held no 

genuine interest for her. In accordance with Krapp (2007) Piia’s stance could be 

                                            
1 The quotations of this analysis have been translated. For the quotes in their authentic Finnish language, 

see Appendix 3. 
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interpreted that her level of interest towards math was somewhat related to her goals 

and expectations, but perhaps not so deeply that she would identify it with her self-

system. As with the strong disinterest, only one student, Ansa, conveyed long-lasting 

individual interest towards mathematical learning. She experienced math and counting 

tasks as genuinely interesting and likable. In support of the theory by Hidi & Renninger 

(2006) Ansa confessed, that when she interpreted a math task as non-challenging, she 

more easily fell out of interest with the task. However, Ansa’s developed individual 

interest on math did not translate into definite successful math test performances for her, 

as has been theoretically suggested (e.g., Renninger, 2000). This contradiction reflects 

the manifold nature of learning in which various motivational and individual factors 

reciprocally influence one’s performance and the outcome of a learning act. 

According to the theoretical assumptions of Hidi & Renninger (2006) individuals with a 

more deeply developed interest are able to foresee future directions of the learning 

process. A few of the interviewed students had not been able to anticipate the unknown 

aspects of mathematical studies in secondary school, which can be said to represent 

their mostly conditioned or undeveloped levels of individual interest. Based on the 

students’ accounts, most of the weaker math course performances had resulted from 

their own unpreparedness to anticipate conceptually more difficult math courses and to 

fulfill the requirements to work harder in order to maintain previous level of 

performance and grades. Their preceding experiences on math had formed anticipatory 

prejudice that they would not have to assign a lot of effort on math. 

Well I probably didn’t get that I should’ve read more […] and I should’ve done the 

homework better (Emilia) 

I had it so like that when in the middle school I didn’t really have to anything for 

math and my grade nine and then when I continued it kinda so that it’ll go the same 

way (laugh) but then it didn’t (Sanna) 

Lauri and Piia represented a differing approach compared to the other students for they 

had not experienced math significantly harder in senior secondary school. Despite 

significantly differing levels of performance, and while admitting their own 

responsibilities in learning math, they mostly assigned the reasons of unsuccessful math 

performances onto external factors, such as teaching methods’, influence on their 

motivation and interest to learn math. Piia was actually amused by her experiences that 

while expecting the learning topics to get more difficult with every passing course, her 
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level of interest and performance had fluctuated depending on the teacher and group, 

not in accordance with proceeding math curriculum. 

According to the theoretical approaches presented in this study, a person will 

continuously engage with a learning domain and its tasks only if the engagement is 

assessed as important in individually relevant cognitive, affective, and value dimensions 

(e.g., Krapp, 2007). Lauri’s continued lack of interest represented a position in which 

cognitively and emotionally appraised, positive experiences had presumably been rare 

or the situational factors with little personal value. He was prepositioned to prioritize 

other topics of learning and to think mathematics as non-relevant for him in the present 

and for his future plans. The students, whose interest varied conditionally to their level 

of understanding, represented a somewhat contradictory approach to mathematical 

learning in relation to the theoretical assumption that interest is triggered and 

maintained by any environmental feature, which entails incongruity or challenge (Hidi 

& Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011). A challenging math problem was not 

intriguing for them, but most likely a precursor of abandonment of a task. This may be 

assumed to be due to a lack of personal relevance of a learning topic, consistently with 

the theoretical definitions, for none of the students considered math as important 

learning subject in relation to their future educational plans.  

and then coz I’m not gonna need math in the future for anything the long 

[curriculum] so I thought I don’t wanna bother to read it until the end (Sanna) 

that I can almost surely say that it’s probably not gonna be any mathematical 

field or the kind (laugh) (Piia) 

Piia, who had an academically pragmatic approach to mathematics and, out of this 

group of students relatively the highest goals for performance, had been able to improve 

her performance in math. Her future academic plans were mildly marked by 

mathematics, but her determination to maintain a good average grading seemed to 

provide her with more personal relevance to perform well in math. However, even she 

was not willing to invest more into mathematical learning; when given the choice, she 

preferred to direct her time and energy towards more personally interesting learning 

topics. 

if I’d invest more for homework at home then it’s target would likely be some 

other subject so that not necessarily math (Piia) 
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All of the students, except Ansa, who did not mention the matter and who actually 

preferred math over many other school subjects, expressed that if given the opportunity, 

they would prefer to invest their effort and time on other subjects than mathematics. 

Many of the students also mentioned to have hobbies and other activities and family 

obligations that influenced their use of time outside school hours. For instance Lauri 

had two time-consuming hobbies that demanded a lot of his time. He experienced them 

as more rewarding and worthy of his time and, thus, preferred to use time on them 

rather than on uninteresting schoolwork. Fatigue, hurry, and other temporary factors 

were also named as motives not to be interested in math related homework.  

The students could not necessarily particularize their reasons why they were or were not 

interested in mathematics. This may be interpreted as supporting of Krapp’s (2007) 

theoretical assumptions: First of all, the cognitive and affective systems of interest 

development may operate separately and thus, emotional characteristics of interest 

development are not necessarily accessible to one’s cognitive processing. Secondly, 

emotions may have an effect on one’s cognitive judgment, but if one’s domain-related 

interest is not well developed, one does not have diverse metacognitive knowledge 

about the reasons of like or dislike. Only Lauri was more inclined to specify the 

qualities of mathematics that triggered his in a negative manner.  

I’m not like such a theo- theoretical type that I’m like around like (laugh) and 

wide strokes and such that I don’t like math has never in any way sunken in for 

me (Lauri) 

His more intense stance on math may have influenced the amount of metacognitive 

knowledge and way of approaching the subject – perhaps he had pondered the content 

of mathematics more than the other students who had not formed a strong opinion of it. 

However, the assumed metacognitive knowledge did not provide him with any urges to 

create new learning opportunities for himself, as Krapp’s (2007) would suggest, which 

is most likely due to his strong negative feelings about the subject. 

Although most of the interviewed students were not metacognitively conscious of the 

reasons behind their approach on math, all of them were quite aware of their general 

topics of interest, either academically or non-academically. This supports the theoretical 

assumption of for example Tsai et al. (2008) that an individual may be highly interested 

and invested in a certain topic of learning, but not in another. To the interviewed 
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students mathematics mostly represented a topic, which was worthy of only limited 

effort due to other, more appealing topics of interest.  

Based on the empirical evidence one key factor of the matter of students’ interest to put 

time and effort into maintaining or bettering their performance in mathematics seems to 

be their liking of it. The matter of liking is in accordance with Ainley et al.’s (2002) 

research on the dynamic relationship concerning affective and value aspects of interest 

development. According to the research, value strongly predicts students’ enjoyment of 

scientific domains, including mathematics. Conversely, enjoyment mediates the 

predictive effects of value in learning science. Reflective appreciation of one’s foci of 

individual interests filters information and guides the students more effectively towards 

subjects that are personally enjoyable and have value for them. In convergence with this 

study’s theoretical background (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006), students without 

developed individual interest had no real eagerness to make their own math learning 

more effective.  

Individual interest, with its genuine curiosity and involvement with a domain, is the 

type of involvement that teachers desire to see from their students. It is assumed that 

students who work with contents of individual interest are usually enduringly focused 

and relaxed with their learning, and will likely do better in test situations thus achieving 

better grades (Renninger, 2000). The theoretical assumption was challenged especially 

by Ansa’s stance. She expressed to be genuinely interested in mathematics and liked to 

work with mathematical assignments in class and at home. Despite this, she had 

suffered of anxiousness in testing occasions.  

in math I feel like I can do it in class but then in a test it goes worse (Ansa) 

Ansa had a feeling of competence concerning her skills in math, but according to her 

they applied mainly to regular course work. In exam situations her nerves, and factors 

such as forgetting her eraser, had caused her stress which, then again, had led to feelings 

that the test would not go well for her, either. The theoretical assumption states that 

people with individual interest towards a certain subject of learning will likely do better 

in exam situations. This may be so, but Ansa’s experiences question the postulation 

because in her case, developed individual interest has not confirmed her success in 

testing situations nor guaranteed her with better grades.  
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In later grades, it is perhaps expected that students are already motivated to learn and 

achieve good grades, no matter their individual interests (Lepper & Henderlong, 2000). 

There are some contradictory findings on how teachers function in learning situations – 

on a positive note, it has been suggested that teachers actively choose learning topics or 

teaching methods that they expect will trigger students’ attention and interest, and thus 

motivation to do school work (Renninger, 2000). On the other hand, teachers working 

with older students have been found to often dismiss attempts to make learning tasks 

and topics more interesting or relevant (Lepper & Henderlong, 2000). Despite very 

different levels of individual interest in mathematics, both Lauri and Piia explicitly 

voiced that they regarded their poorer math performances to be at least partly due to a 

certain teacher and to negative interactions with the teacher. Lauri conveyed an idea that 

the teaching methods lacked discipline in comparison to previous school years. 

Similarly to Lauri, Piia had experienced “laissez-faire” -type teaching and considered it 

to be highly un-motivating. These interpretations reflect the presented, more negative 

findings of teachers’ dismissive attitude towards interest-activating methods with older 

students. Both Lauri and Piia also considered that if the relationship with the teacher 

was not favorable, if their questions and needs were not met in the classroom, if the 

teacher’s methods felt inefficient, it all affected their interest on learning math during 

the specific course. According to Piia, her not-so-successful math courses had been 

taught by a same teacher. During those courses there had been occasions when she had 

sought guidance for math problems but had been met with indifference on the teacher’s 

part. This had caused her to lose interest on the task at hand and on her overall 

performance during the course. 

I actually had a similar so that it went a nine-a seven-a nine the grades and I had 

both sevens like from which I got the sevens I had the same teacher […] I just 

didn’t like enjoyd the course like because of that teacher (Piia) 

The mathematical learning situations that had occurred between the interviewed 

students and their teachers were reciprocal rather than just depended on the effort of the 

students. In reflection of theoretical findings, teachers were experienced as crucial 

facilitators when it came to students’ learning, sense of interest, and the possibilities of 

development with relevant competences and self-efficacy beliefs (Bouffard-Bouchard, 

1989; Renninger, 2000). Teachers represented an influential source of external support 

for learning, and its related dimensions of interest, and the effects were enhanced 

especially in negative situations. For example, when Lauri’s and Piia’s educational 
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needs were not met by their teachers, it diminished their situational interest (e.g. Hidi & 

Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2011). This led to relatively significant 

consequences considering their mathematical performances in the periods of whole 

courses. What limits the current analysis is that to guarantee anonymity of all parties, 

the identity of the teachers were not inquired or revealed. Therefore, it cannot be said 

with certainty, that the unmotivating teacher-student relationships and encounters would 

involve the same teacher for both students. 

 

Summary 

Significantly different qualities of interest concerning mathematics were manifested by 

the interviewed students. Most of them were somewhat interested in math and 

maintained a will to do well in the subject. However, what indicated a successful math 

performance and what affected the level of interest were individually identified. The 

reasons for not being interested in math, in general or in occasions, varied individually, 

as well. The levels of interest were developed in affiliation with one’s academic and 

social surroundings. The depth of one’s interest did not guarantee success in 

mathematical performances. 

 

6.2. Self-efficacy beliefs influencing mathematical learning and 

performance 

The interviewed students depicted different kind of sets of self-efficacy beliefs related 

to learning and especially mathematics. Consistently with the theoretical discussion of 

this study (e.g., Bandura, 1977; Bandura & Schunk, 1981; Schunk, 2010), the students 

upheld different types of beliefs of their mathematical capabilities, which then again, 

had noticeable effects on their efforts and persistence in learning math and performing 

various tasks. 

The students represented individually different magnitudes and strengths of self-

efficacy (Smith et al., 2006). Some expressed aptitude to cope with more challenging 

mathematical tasks, while others were outspoken about their beliefs of inadequacies in 

mathematics.  

I know that I can and I’m like able to perform the tasks properly (Piia) 
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They [the course contents] too got a lot harder especially now that the vectors 

came in the last which I did in the last period a little while the math then I 

realized there that I don’t learn anything and it’s totally useless to sit there 

(Sanna) 

In accordance with the social cognitive theoretical definition of self-efficacy (e.g., 

Bandura, 1977; 1997a) some of the students allocated the reasons of math performance 

failure towards themselves and their own inadequacies. They blatantly articulated that, 

when they had been faced with difficult math tasks, they had usually given up for they 

did not believe to possess the necessary skills to solve the problem. According to the 

theory, this type of avoidance behavior and abandonment of a task imply low self-

efficacy beliefs. On the contrary, students with perceivably higher self-efficacy beliefs 

on math allocated most the reasons of failures on temporary ignorance or insufficient 

effort.  

Even though some of the students had comparatively high math-related self-efficacy 

beliefs, they still admitted of giving up on tasks when faced with non-comprehension 

and frustration. This empirical evidence supports the theoretical assumption that self-

efficacy beliefs and behavioral outcomes are highly correlated and that the beliefs 

predict performance outcomes (Locke et al., 1984; Schunk, 2010).  

And then when you tried to them at home then came frustration when you hadn’t 

been adviced how to do them step by step and then you hadn’t understood the 

examples then it when kinda so and so at home as well and you didn’t wanna 

bother to like try and you lost your nerves (Piia) 

However, the students’ accounts form a more contradictory picture of the beliefs’ 

mediating effect on performance than the mere theoretical definition may imply. The 

students had had incidences in which they had allowed themselves not to finish 

mathematical tasks, because the tasks were interpreted as easy and already performable. 

if it’s so that like you feel you know the topic anyways then you preferably leave 

it be (Ansa) 

The tendency of not finishing tasks can be assumed to be a result of integration of new 

experimental information to their prior knowledge and judgments of self-efficacy, based 

on the theoretical definitions of, for example, Bandura (1977) and Schunk (2010). The 

students probably had had experiences of completing tasks that did not provide them 

with enough challenge. Based on those experiences they felt justified not want to invest 

their time and effort on the easy tasks in subsequent occasions. Therefore, self-efficacy 
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and the difficulty of a task form a multidimensional phenomenon for a student may act 

accordingly in either case, when the task is too challenging or not challenging enough.  

Considering the current research and the relations of GSE and SSE to the students’ 

learning performance in mathematics, various theoretical considerations (Bandura, 

1997a; Chen et al., 2000; Scholz et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2006) were supported by the 

interviewed students’ experiences and feelings. All of the interviewed students had 

experienced mathematical failures at the beginning of their senior secondary school 

level, but the failures had affected them in differing ways. All of their SSE beliefs (e.g. 

“I’m not that good in vectors.”) were influenced by unsuccessful math performances, 

and conversely, the weakened SSE beliefs tended to affect their subsequent math 

performances. The students, whose failures were not as significant, had mostly regained 

and continued mathematical studies at their previous level at the time of the interviews. 

The effects applied especially when a student’s poorer performances had cumulated 

during consecutive math courses.  

Well of course you’ll be like so that this course is not gonna go well either […] 

or course if you get like a five from a course in which you have aimed for a six 

then of course it helps like to undoubtedly flatter the (laugh)enthusiasm to study 

like for the next course (Lauri)  

from the first course i got a seven and then from the next already a fiver so it did 

cause [motivation] to drop quite quickly from there (Sanna) 

The decreased SSE beliefs and their effect on a student’s subsequent math performances 

are related to other theoretical assumptions (e.g. Bandura, 1977; Locke, Frederick, Lee 

& Bobko, 1984; Schunk, 2010) that define past performances as most influential source 

of efficacy, and especially when they are timed in the early phase of a learning period. 

Senior secondary school may be understood as a separate learning period from the 

compulsory school for the students for it is a completely new schooling environment for 

them and the math syllabus is expected to be more difficult. The students of the 

previous example accounts, Lauri and Sanna, had had experiences of weakening math 

performances during the first math courses of their senior secondary school years. 

Based on the assumptions of concerned theoretical approaches (e.g., Bandura, 1995, 

cited in Smith et al., 2006) it can be interpreted, that their self-efficacy beliefs of 

grammar math were not yet strongly developed. Especially for Sanna, these consecutive 

failures had a significant effect on her academic pathway – she decided to switch to an 
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easier level of mathematical studies. Though as she expressed, the decision had mostly 

positive ramifications. 

I had two courses in which I didn’t pass so then I thought that it would be better 

to switch coz next year it’ll only get harder (Sanna) 

It may be the case that Lauri and Sanna had not really obtained well-developed, positive 

mathematical self-efficacy beliefs before entering upper secondary school, and the new 

failures merely confirmed their beliefs of ineffective math competences and skills. In 

such a situation their abilities to enhance their self-efficacy beliefs would likely be 

difficult. 

The students’ accounts of unsuccessful mathematical learning performances indicated 

little or no effect on the students as learners in general. According to them, their GSE 

beliefs mainly remained unaffected, and no one interpreted their poorer performances as 

influential in the long-term on their overall academic efficacy beliefs. In other words, 

higher GSE served a protective function for the students in unsuccessful situations. This 

is in accordance with many theoretical assumptions, for instance Bandura (1997a), Chen 

et al. (2000), Scholz et al. (2002), and Smith et al. (2006). The theories define that the 

GSE beliefs are less inclined to be changed due to temporary situational factors, and 

vice versa well-established GSE beliefs may protect an individual in the face of discrete 

failures or obstacles. Due to the reciprocal nature of GSE and SSE beliefs, no matter 

what performance level the students exhibited in math, the students had had enough 

prior successful performances in math or in other school subjects, that they could 

maintain adequate or high GSE beliefs of their abilities as learners.  

The interviewed students demonstrated inconsistencies between their self-efficacy 

beliefs and their abilities to control learning strategies and academic outcomes. They 

would say that they succeed in other school subjects and that they were motivated to 

learn, but when considering mathematics, they disvalued its significance and 

attractiveness as a subject. For that reason, they did not want to put forward the 

necessary effort to succeed better at math. The unwillingness to focus more effort on 

math seemed to relate to the students’ more general academic objectives, which did not 

significantly include mathematics. The students’ views supported the theoretical 

assumptions of Schunk (2010) – first of all, they reckoned that they would be able to 

improve their math performance, if they wanted to, which reflects considerable self-

efficacy beliefs. But secondly, due to their approach that math was not significantly 
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important for their individual prospective, they did not perceive more efficient 

mathematical learning as necessary.  

The theoretical assumption, that a same performance gain may bestow different 

valuations and effects on self-efficacy beliefs through the mechanisms of cognitive 

comparison and goal setting (Bandura & Cervone, 1983), can be detected from the 

students’ accounts. Most of them expressed to be satisfied by an average grade and even 

small improvements of performance were interpreted as remarkable gains. Conversely, 

one student, Piia, voiced to possess high academic and mathematical pursuits and not 

being satisfied with a standard grade, but wanting to perform very well on mathematics. 

For her, an overall academic success was very important, which reflected on her more 

specific academic goals, motivation, and thus feelings of satisfaction when considering 

levels of performance. Overall, the interviewed students specified their set academic 

goals and expectations in differing extents. Most of them said that unsuccessful math 

performances had not significantly affected their subsequent performances, interest or 

self-efficacy beliefs concerning math. However, some of the students had cognitively 

compared their own performances and the process had led them to lower their 

mathematical expectations and goals. 

the same aim for a grade I have in every course like if I get an eight or a nine 

then I’ll be satisfied but yeah… It hasn’t changed even though I’ve gotten worse 

(Piia) 

Well maybe the goals have decreased a bit and I’ve noticed that like the 

resources and time and such family conditions don’t give in for so much that I’d 

have the opportunity to do so well that you take what you can get out of it and 

then you ara content with it and like you don’t of course not give up but you go 

with [the resources] anyways (Piia) 

Well I was kinda unsatisfied in the first course but I didn’t realize that the level 

would rise so much in here. Then like I realized that the level’s a lot higher and I 

started to settle for a little bit weaker grades, too. (Emilia) 

Successful academic performances were also cognitively appraised. As Bandura (1977; 

1997b) assumed, successful performances were individually perceived and reflected on 

the positive development of self-efficacy. Emilia’s account reflected that even relatively 

small successes can be construed as significant improvements after one’s self-efficacy 

beliefs have already been decreased by prior experiences and the following cognitive 

considerations. 
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So then I’ve been just even more satisfied when it has gone up closer to what it 

used to be (laugh) […] It [goal level] has gone up then but I did lower it then to 

a specific level a little bit lower. (Emilia) 

Yeah the last one went so like that I really read for the test and prepared well. 

(Emilia) 

A noteworthy addition to this analysis of the reasons behind unsuccessful performances 

is the students’ tendency to perceive also their successful performances mainly 

dependable on their own effort and resources. Especially Emilia expressed to have been 

able to improve her math performances, which reciprocally had influenced positively 

her self-efficacy beliefs concerning mathematical skills. 

All of the previous accounts represented the students’ measuring of their performances 

against individually formed, knowledge-based standards of competence. The standards 

form the basis of judgment on how one’s performance level and learning is progressing, 

defined by for example Bandura & Cervone (1981). The students did not really reveal 

how small or large the performance-standard discrepancies were interpreted as. 

However, most of them expressed similar views on how they had proceeded after the 

unsuccessful performances. 

Well maybe so like that you noticed that last time too like you got through it 

pretty well then so that I will be ok now, too, that you just have to work for it a 

bit. (Emilia) 

I’m that practical that I actually do the tasks do the tasks do the tasks from one 

day to another so that for example to the renewal [test] I did like from every 

section at least half of the tasks and more but but like I really have to practice. 

(Lauri) 

The accounts emphasize resilience, patience, and continuation of working for the 

mathematical learning process after disappointing performances. All of the students 

supported a practical attitude of bettering one’s math performance. This type of 

persistence with a topic or task has been proven to be essential for learning (e.g., Ainley 

et al., 2002). Smith et al. (2006) has also implied that only low self-efficacy beliefs have 

generally been linked to lack of persistence, and thus, the students’ perseverance 

actually reflects somewhat positive dimensions of self-efficacy beliefs concerning math. 

Overall, the students mostly maintained a view of mathematics as one of the most 

difficult school subjects and success in it required relatively more work than many other 

topics of learning. 
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As was theoretically defined by for example Schunk (2010) self-efficacy can also be 

described as a construct influenced by family and peers. Family members were 

generally thanked for being constructively positive and supportive by all of the 

interviewees. Only one student, Lauri, mentioned something more specific about his 

siblings. Their unsuccessfulness in mathematics appeared to him as a soothing factor – 

he did not feel as much pressure to succeed in math due to his older siblings’ past poor 

performances. This may be interpreted as a somehow reverse example of vicarious 

experiences (Schunk, 2010; Smith et al., 2006) based on which Lauri allowed himself to 

be unsuccessful in math. He had not observed any severe consequences (Bandura, 1977) 

for his siblings for their mathematical failures. Based on that, he could allow himself 

relatively lower grades and poorer performances in math, as well. 

Developing and maintaining certain beliefs of mathematical self-efficacy all of the 

students emphasized their own previous performances as a frame of reference. 

However, friends formed a significant social factor in relation to the students’ learning 

context and their evolving beliefs of self-efficacy. The interviewed students would 

admit, in differing degrees, of comparing themselves on for example grades, doing 

homework and class activity. 

of course you always think that as long as you don’t have the worst grade in the 

class or like or like of course you always put it into perspective and then when in 

the circle of friends you have like really good average grades and like this then 

of course it matters. […] ei doesn’t cause pressure but like own own motivation 

and competitiveness and such but but so I woudn’t say that it causes tremendous 

pressure. (Lauri) 

Well mostly maybe like if I had some close friend to sit with like so which I don’t 

really often then again have then I maybe compare myself but I don’t in math that 

less often I compare. So I don’t know that like there are those better and that I’m 

pretty good and that’s enough so that less often I compare in the subject. (Piia) 

Well I do like a little bit we like those numbers look at with friends but I can’t 

really in all subjects compare myself to others so that mostly to my own 

performances. (Emilia) 

I don’t that much. A lot of friends have the long [math curriculum] so (laugh) it 

can’t be compared like that. And I don’t feel it necessary that I’d compare. 

(Ansa) 

Piia’s and Emilia’s accounts provide support for the theoretical definition of the 

developmentally influential vicarious experiences (e.g., Bandura, 1986; Schunk, 2010) 

– their most effective form is when people observe other individuals, who were at least 

to some extent similar to themselves. Then again, Ansa did not have too many friends 
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following the same math syllabus as her, which made it mostly impossible for her to 

compare math performances with a significant peer. However, she did not find the 

comparison necessary in order to sustain her mathematical learning and development of 

self-efficacy beliefs, which supports the theoretical assumptions laid on an individual 

with higher self-efficacy beliefs (e.g., Hidi & Renninger, 2006). 

In addition to the grade and performance comparison, some of the interviewed students 

expressed that the class context and whole groups significantly influenced their learning 

experiences (e.g., Schunk, 2010). 

for sure if there’re more friends in the same group then it can go like so not well 

but then again if there aren’t many friends then then of course you focus more on 

studying. (Emilia) 

The last group and I guess the one before the last were little louder it bothered 

me a lot but then I just tried to concentrate. (Ansa) 

the class atmosphere has been kinda loud so you havent’t really had like proper 

calmness […] Had different kind of setting and it was like a smaller group there. 

You could concentrate a little better. (Piia) 

I do need it [peace; calmness] or then if whoever sits next to me then if that one 

is not as motivated or then you can’t get the quietness then it is a shame coz you 

kinda need it. Or not like all the time necessarily but like that one moment when 

you can do and think amongst yourself and calmly do the asks. (Piia) 

As is clear from the accounts, the particular dimensions of the classroom surrounding 

were individually emphasized. Ansa and Piia expressed that especially groups’ 

noisiness and clamor in the learning context were experienced as significant 

disturbances. Piia mentioned the possibility of either positive or negative influence of 

the student seated next to her. If that student was motivated to learn and do math tasks, 

it also encouraged Piia to work more during the class. This is largely in accordance with 

the relative theoretical assumptions (e.g., Bandura, 1977) based on which other 

individuals relatively relatable to a learner provide mostly sufficient vicarious 

experiences. Then again, if the other student was mainly causing disturbance, he or she 

became more of an annoyance to her. Emilia labeled the presence of close friends in the 

same classroom as a potential distraction, not as a source of positive vicarious 

examples. Emilia was not explicit about the qualitative aspect of the learning examples 

set by her friends’ mathematical competences. With her, the key issue seemed to be the 

number of close friends in the same class group – if there were many, it posed a social 

distraction; and if there were few, it formed a potential source of vicarious experiences 
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and self-efficacy development. Overall, these accounts justifiably call forth discussions 

of classroom environment and the group aspect of it, and the social frame of learning 

they create. 

In a context of senior secondary school teachers constitute as another influential social 

source of self-efficacy development. Some of the students had positive experiences of 

their teachers, and for example Sanna had had supportive advice from her teachers after 

some unsuccessful math performances, which she interpreted as motivating. On the 

contrary, a couple of the students were critical towards the teachers’ methods and 

readiness to help during the math classes. 

Well for sure the teachers like so that I’ve had two teachers now and they don’t 

really differ from one another so that both have been good (Emilia) 

like teachers say that no one course really matter that much if it goes badly 

because the main thing is that you learn the most important so then it didn’t 

bother that much before there came the really bad ones. (Sanna) 

if you ask for help and you tried to ask for help then you didn’t get any proper 

instructions even though like you would’ve needed it and like step by step 

guidance that I’ve at least gotten from other teachers. So from this teacher I 

didn’t get it then. (Piia) 

it didn’t personally suit for me the teacher and like the things weren’t hard per se 

but I just didn’t somehow feel comfortable in the course then like because of the 

teacher (Piia) 

the teacher of that course didn’t didn’t in my opinion like in any way or teach in 

any way but it was rather like talking to one’s self like to the board […] then 

again in the first and second courses there’s been a really good teacher (Lauri) 

According to, for instance, Bouffard-Bouchard (1989) by abstaining from giving advice 

and feedback to students, teachers deprive the students of an influential form of social 

persuasion (e.g., Bandura, 1986) in a classroom. The interviewed students’ accounts 

represented experiences in which the teacher’s lack of action and social support had 

significantly affected the student’s development of self-efficacy concerning the 

particular math course work.  

Based on the students’ narratives, it seemed that Lauri, Piia, and Ansa, who expressed 

relatively stronger or more clearly defined (not necessarily positive) self-efficacy beliefs 

on math, were more critical towards the teachers and their methods. It may be a 

derivative of their seemingly more extensive cognitive considerations of their situation 

in math class compared to the other three students. This type of speculation must be 
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done with caution, though, for it is not clear, which teachers each student had had. 

However, it may be speculated as well that these poorer experiences of teaching 

methods represent a weaker social self-efficacy (Schunk, 2010). Perhaps the teacher of 

the particular class or subject did not foster positive beliefs concerning the learning 

capabilities of his or her students, and this reflected onto the nature of students’ self-

efficacy beliefs. 

Piia was the only interviewed student, who also expressed criticism towards the pace of 

teaching, and its influence on her learning process. 

things are gone through quickly when a book must be reviewed like within a 

course but then also that […] things are explained like properly and thoroughly 

even though not like a lot of times but then when they’re explained then they’re 

explained well. And so that everyone understands for sure. And then that kind of 

calmness that even though there’s a hurry to go through them then like you don’t 

have to start skimping or like (laugh) that you can go through things calmly 

anyway. (Piia) 

None of the other students mentioned this particular dimension of school work. The 

topic is relevant though, considering students’ learning process and the development of 

self-efficacy (and interest). As has theoretically been defined by for example Mitchell 

(1993), Bergin (1999), and Niemivirta & Tapola (2007), catching the interest of 

students, maintaining it, and surrounding a learning topic with personal relevance 

considering the students, is essential for developing individually motivated learning. If 

the pace of teaching and expected learning is too fast, the students do not really have the 

time ponder specific learning topics in order to generate more personal relevance about 

them. Then again, when the teachers are expected to uphold the certain schedule, it does 

not leave them with any flexibility to create possible new ways of motivating the 

students to learn. 

 

Summary 

The beliefs of self-efficacy were individually represented by the interviewed students. 

Some students reflected stronger beliefs concerning their competences in math, others 

more delicate. The impact of mathematical failures considering subsequent 

performances were influenced by timing, cumulativeness, and individual tendencies 

how to direct the reasons of failures. Weaker mathematical self-efficacy beliefs and 
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performances did not seem to have significant effects on learning within other academic 

domains. 

 

6.3. Dynamic relations between performance, interest and self-

efficacy beliefs 

The relationship between self-efficacy and interest is reciprocal and dynamic. New 

learned and cognitively appraised information challenges the existing knowledge 

structures thus generating development of interest and feelings of competence 

(Renninger, 2000). A research by Niemivirta & Tapola (2007), which focuses on task-

related change of the presented motivational factors, indicates that the constructs do not 

change independently of each other. Change in one results in parallel change in the 

other – an increase or decrease in self-efficacy beliefs relates to a comparable increase 

or decrease in interest, and vice versa.  

The reciprocity may also cause inconsistencies between the motivational factors and 

one’s performance (e.g., Bandura & Schunk, 1981; Schunk, 2010). In relation to the 

interviewed students, for example Lauri’s mathematical performance had noticeably 

declined throughout the first year of secondary school. According to him, though, the 

decline was due to lack of interest and held no long-term effects on his self-efficacy 

beliefs, and especially not in relation to his general academic career. This type of 

interpretation is in accordance with for instance Scholz et al., (2002) that considers GSE 

more resilient to change than SSE. Lauri’s situation generates pondering upon different 

kinds of promoting strategies in order to enhance students’ math interest level. Related 

to the strategies it would be necessary to consider, if the potentially growing interest 

would truly be intrinsic with authentic value on self-efficacy beliefs, or would mainly 

cause conditioned response, or even active resistance from a student towards 

mathematics. Another exemplar student of inconsistent motivational factors was Ansa. 

On one hand, her individually developed interest towards mathematics did not 

systematically lead to good performances. On the other hand, her poorer performances 

did not have a permanent effect on her interest level or her relatively high self-efficacy 

beliefs concerning her math skills. As was discussed earlier, Ansa’s experiences support 

the theoretical assumptions of Hidi & Renninger (2006) and Krapp (2007) that 

individual interest is relatively resistant in the face of obstacles. Then again, her failures 
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in tests were caused perhaps by other situational and mediating factors related to, for 

example, momentary psychological states such as nervousness.  

Additional dimension of the interactive relations at hand was reflected by another 

student Meiju, who did not admit that her level of interest or beliefs of self-efficacy 

concerning math would have been affected by varying performances. According to her, 

the levels of her motivational factors remained similar, no matter the outcomes of her 

performances. The indifference resulted perhaps from her overall academic stance – 

based on the interview, her goal orientation seemed relatively weak or unspecified. 

Even though she admitted of being interested in math to some extent, she could not 

really specify what made the subject interesting to her. It may be interpreted that her 

mathematical performances may had suffered from a lack of focused interest and 

intriguing ways of setting goals, which have been recognized as significant factors for 

learning (e.g., Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000).  

According to Bandura (1986) and Bandura & Schunk (1981) generation and sustenance 

of interest in a learning topic requires at least moderate perceived self-efficacy. Self-

efficacy, then again, may act as a moderator for feelings of interest. Some of the 

interviewed students’ accounts, whose math-related self-efficacy beliefs were not that 

strong, reflected the dynamic relationship. 

Yeah it’s interesting and especially when like you understand the things then you 

willingly do the homework. (Emilia) 

Well mayde whenever you succeed you get more motivation. You have the 

strength to put in effort. […] Well maybe then when it’s a lot more interesting 

and funnier then then… It motivates more. (Meiju) 

Well it has been kinda interesting. And whenever there’s something like that is 

understandable right away during the class then then you bother to think more 

and if there’s something that you don’t get at all then then you’re like forget it 

(Meiju) 

Emilia was explicit about the importance of understanding in relation to the 

attractiveness of a learning topic; cognitive cohesiveness made the topic likable for her. 

Meiju’s comment specified the dynamics of the phenomenon by adding that, when she 

understood a topic, it lead to, not only to feelings of interest, but also to stronger 

motivation to learn. In other words, understandability and interests dynamically 

influenced Meiju’s beliefs of efficacy and her willingness to invest more effort into 

math during class.  These experiential accounts support, what has theoretically been 
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suggested in this study: According to Hidi & Renninger (2006), the non-presence of 

interest does not necessarily imply that it would not be able to be developed, if 

encouraged in a correct manner. Furthermore, based on the theoretical assumptions of 

Renninger (2000) it can be assumed that self-efficacy beliefs can also be developed, 

alongside with interest. 

The students’ different types of approaches to failure reflected upon their beliefs about 

the possibilities of change and outcomes of performance. The approaches are somewhat 

contradictory: Despite mentioning some limitations related to, for example, time 

resources for homework, all of the students wished to maintain their existing 

performance level in mathematics; the performance levels prior to the interviews varied 

individually from low to excellent grades. The students were aware of the laborious 

nature of mathematics as a learning subject, but they also believed to possess the 

necessary means and competences to sustain or improve their performance. They 

admitted that especially improvement of performance would require them to put more 

time and effort into learning math. However, none of them were actually willing to 

invest more resources towards their math studies, even if it were necessary.   

Despite the unsuccessful mathematical performances, all of the interviewed students 

maintained primarily constructive beliefs towards their future math studies. Not all of 

their expectations were positive, though. 

for sure I would aim for at least to that six but but if there’d come a nice course 

and you have the energy to concentrate and motivation what really that like this 

badly motivated I don’t really believe that (Lauri) 

I do believe that I’ll be able to keep it pretty much on the same level that hardly 

anything horrible (laugh) collapse will happen. (Piia) 

That [next year’s mathematics] will probably be more difficult and I’ll try to 

perform somehow from it. (Ansa) 

As Bandura & Cervone (1983; referencing Locke, 1968) defined, self-efficacy beliefs 

are an active component in the forming of future goals. The interviewed students’ 

experiences have provided individual basis for cognitive comparison. The preceding 

accounts reflected the differing stances and prospective views on math studies that have 

been created through the comparative processes. It is somewhat obvious that the 

students’ individually formed beliefs concerning their math skills may have influenced 

the ultimate level of accomplishment achievable for them, as Schunk (2010) 
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theoretically assumed. For some, a level of sustenance was sufficient, whereas others 

thrived for better performances. 

 

Summary 

The motivational factors of interest and self-efficacy beliefs were experienced to be in 

reciprocal and dynamic relations with math performances by the interviewed students. 

Changes in one phenomenological factor influenced the other dimension of motivation, 

and further, one’s performances. Conversely, changes in performances had individual 

effects on the motivational factors and their development. 
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7. Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the diverse relationship and reciprocal 

changes between interest and self-efficacy in relation to changes in math performances. 

What have been highlighted by the explorative results, are the individually experienced, 

actualized and potential changes of these motivational factors in relation to 

mathematical learning. Some further conceptual, methodological, and social 

considerations will follow. 

 

7.1. Conceptual and theoretical dimensions 

Other conceptual dimensions of interest that were not addressed in this study, but have 

been formerly investigated, are topic (Ainley et al., 2002) and general (Ainley, 1998, 

cited in Ainley et al., 2002) interest. Topic interest as a term does not directly refer to 

situational or individual interest. It has been ascribed somewhat ambiguous (Hidi, 2000) 

and thus, its possible theoretical dimensions were chosen not to be included into the 

analysis of this study. The exclusion of the construct also aimed to provide more focus 

and clarity to the current exploration. General interest refers to an individual’s 

unfocused and mainly positive interest for, for instance, learning and schooling. It is 

expressed as an enthusiasm to acquire new information, and to explore new objects, 

events, and ideas. Even though the interviewees of this study occasionally referred to 

experiences and feelings that could represent tendencies of general interest, the more 

differentiated dimensions of interest (i.e., situational and individual) were interpreted as 

more practical for explorative purposes of the current study and thus they were more 

thoroughly discussed than the construct of general interest.  

Chen et al. (2001) has called for broadening of the concept of self-efficacy, and the 

current research represents one attempt to do so. Within the framework of this study the 

GSE and SSE beliefs can be constructed on different levels. On one hand, mathematics 

as a subject and mathematical learning may constitute as the frame of GSE beliefs and 

then SSE beliefs would relate to specific math tasks or tests. On the other hand, GSE 

beliefs may refer to academic learning and goal setting in general, and SSE beliefs 

would be concerned with math in particular. Both constructs may predict performance 

(Smith et al., 2006) and as such, the analysis becomes more comprehensive when the 

concepts are considered on all of their possible dimensions. The current research aimed 
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to cover both levels of the conversation. On one level, GSE beliefs applied to general 

academic attitude and competences, whereas SSE beliefs applied more specifically to 

mathematics. On another level, GSE was comprised of mathematics as a learning 

subject and SSE was concerned with specific mathematical tasks or tests. This type of 

interpretive freedom was considered possible in the name of exploration for the 

constructs of GSE and SSE have not been established with relative theoretical certainty 

yet. 

Self-efficacy beliefs are actively involved with goal setting mechanisms (Bandura & 

Cervone, 1983, referencing Locke, 1968). Goals may be divided into two generalized 

types of learning and mastery goals, and performance goals (for an overview, see Trash 

& Elliot, 2001). Even though the interviewed students referred to their academic and 

mathematical goals in some degree, the analytical focus of this study did not include the 

particular construct. Performance, then again, was addressed as mere numerical grades 

and grade averages. In other words, performance change was considered through 

objective criteria, which provided the analytical exploration its frame of reference. 

Future themes of research could converse more on the interplay of these concepts of 

performance and goals, and interest and self-efficacy. While preserving the interactions 

of self-efficacy beliefs, interest and their possible changes in the analysis, the 

dimensions of performance and its change could be discussed further. Alternatively, 

different types of goal mechanisms could be considered in relation to the concepts 

explored in this study. However, it is noteworthy that the adding of new construct into 

the analysis can be problematic and will at some point make the research too unfocused. 

Thus, future studies have to proceed in small portions, though simultaneously adding to 

the relevant theoretical discussion. 

The future studies could also utilize more qualitative methods, if possible. Quantitative 

methods are without a doubt very informative, but as the exploration of this study has 

shown, the dynamics between different motivational factors and performance are highly 

individual. Qualitative methods might provide more in-depth information about these 

individualized interactions that are significant to learning experiences in all of their 

form.  
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7.2. Limitations of the current study 

The sample size (n=6) of the present study is noticeably small. Adding the amount of 

interviewees would inevitably make the analysis more comprehensive and profound. A 

larger amount of participants would also perhaps generate more options for qualitative 

analytical methods. Furthermore, the data was collected from one school in a town 

which presumably is socio-economically relatively homogenous. The data collection 

was executed for practical reasons in one day, and it dated onto a busy period in school, 

the end of spring. This may have reflected onto students’ (un)willingness to volunteer 

for interviews – based on the quantitative research data ten students were asked to 

participate to the interviews, but only six agreed and arrived on the scheduled time. 

Retrospectively estimated, more time (an additional interview date, more interviewees) 

or for instance follow-up interviews, as in MacCallum (2001), could have been included 

into the collection of data. Additionally, the executed interviews could have been more 

in-depth providing thus even more comprehensive information about the students’ 

individual stances and their contradictories. However, the data was appraised as 

sufficient in collaboration with the instructor of this study and based on the appropriate 

methodological literature.  

A noteworthy research considering the academic framework of mathematics is Pajares 

& Miller (1997; referencing Pajares & Kranzler, 1995), which implies that 

mathematical self-efficacy beliefs guide students’ capabilities to solve math-related 

problems. Furthermore, their research suggests that the capabilities of solving 

mathematical tasks may represent more general academic competences. Therefore, 

math-related self-efficacy may play a significant role in individuals’ academic careers. 

Fragile or negative math-related beliefs may have considerable impact on various tasks 

and performances in school, even when the task is not explicitly mathematical. This 

phenomenon did not explicitly or noticeably present itself in the analyzed data, but it 

remains an intriguing possible topic of future research. A wider spectrum of academic 

performances and experiences would have to be analyzed for this. 

The analysis of this study covered the constructional dimensions of individual interest 

and situational interest varyingly. The objective of this study was to give the 

interviewed students directed, yet relatively unlimited grounds for reporting their math-

related academic experiences. Consequently, the analysis was done based on the 

collected data. In respect of, for example, Hidi & Harackiewicz (2000) the aim of this 
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study was not to non-polarize the constructs. Both are important factors to analyze in 

order to find ways to motivate unmotivated students. According to Renninger & Hidi 

(2011) precise measurements that can distinguish among the defined four phases of 

interest have not yet been developed. The ever-changing nature of interest, with all of 

its dimensions of affect, value, and knowledge, causes difficulties for this sought 

methodological advancement. However, as Krapp (2007) suggested, interest could 

preferably be addressed as a developmental continuum, not as completely separate 

phases or dimensions. The different aspects of interest are all present in learning 

situations, which makes them all significant for analysis. Therefore, more effort should 

be focused on finding new methodological options for the mere quantitative methods; 

options that would take into account the presence of the numerous individual motives 

for being or not being interested in something, for instance a specific academic domain. 

It is important to be aware of the possibility that the differences in the levels of 

motivation and/or interest might just be the result of using self-report measures. 

Gathered information is always influenced by the informant’s reflective thoughts about 

the matter (Ainley et al., 2002). Thus, the differences may merely reflect for example 

students’ unwillingness to admit their interest in their schoolwork (Lepper & 

Henderlong, 2000). These possible methodological stumbling blocks are necessary to 

notice in order to validate further assumptions. 

Altogether, no generalizations can be done based on this research. However, making 

generalizations has not been the purpose of this study, but rather the widening of the 

theoretical discussion surrounding learning and motivation. The emphasis has been on 

the subjectivity of learners’ experiences, and their perceived levels of interest and self-

efficacy. The explorative results of this study should be considered as preliminary and 

as starting point for future studies. 

 

7.3. The motivational factors within wider educational context 

This study partially originated from a practical problem, when the teaching faculty of 

the school in question observed a noticeable decrease in some of their students’ grades 

during the first year of senior secondary school, compared to their grades at the end of 

comprehensive school. The tendency was recurrent and especially perceptible in 

mathematics. Even without any data to back up the assumption, it may be hypothesized 
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that the problem does not singularly affect this one school. This study has been a minor 

inspection in an attempt to examine the phenomenon: what happens during the first year 

of secondary school that causes such a noticeable decline in math grades for some 

students. What could be done to prevent the decline of grades? Within the analysis of 

this research, multiple and individualized motives were detected, but no single reason 

can be named as the main cause for the changes in math performances. 

Niemivirta & Tapola (2007) detected that mathematics grades could predict the initial 

levels of self-efficacy and interest. Thus, focusing more research on mathematical 

performances and its changes is evidently necessary in the future. A conversational 

starting point could be the grading system and its foundations. In relation to the 

framework of the current research it may be pondered how mathematical grades are 

based in comprehensive schools. As some of the interviewed students expressed, they 

felt as if they had been given good math grades in the previous years of schooling 

without extensive work. Presumably something changes in senior secondary school, but 

as the students also admitted, not their own academic working methods. The methods 

may change retrospectively after unsuccessful performances. Several questions arise to 

mind: Are the instruments of grading and evaluation considerably rigorous in secondary 

school? Do teachers actually expect more effort from the students? If so, are these made 

explicit to the new students and are they aware of the raised expectations? Then again, 

are the grading systems in the level of comprehensive school too permissible? Are 

students graded too vaguely and favourably? These questions provide numerous leads 

for future possible research topics that are all relevant in order to prevent significant 

obstacles from arising in students academic paths as they proceed to higher levels of 

education. 

When entering senior secondary school, the students already uphold preconceived 

motivational stances towards learning in general and within the specific domains of 

school subjects. In such an advanced stage of education it is relatively difficult to 

change individual motivational levels for learning, but not impossible. It remains an 

essential subject for improvement due to its significant value for successful academic 

career. Evidently, no one solution would be suitable for all students. To find even 

somewhat efficient means and methods for triggering and enhancing students’ levels of 

interest and self-efficacy on a more individual dimension requires developing of new 

methods and foci of investigation.  
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The methods and academic support given by a teacher is without doubt significant for 

an individual student. Teachers can aim to facilitate the expansion of students’ 

awareness of new learning possibilities by triggering their liking of a subject, which 

then again, may occur by for example organizing the learning situation to meet 

students’ individual strengths and needs. Teachers can work with students to develop 

their knowledge and value for new contents and thus attempt to assist the learning 

process. However at the same time, teachers are also individuals with their personal 

ways of teaching. The same motivational factors that imply to students, affect the 

teachers, as well. They too have their own areas of interest and levels of self-efficacy, 

which may influence the effectiveness of teaching. Even though the quality of teaching 

methods forms its basis in the teacher educational system, it is a multi-factorial 

phenomenon how for instance teachers’ lack of competences and attentiveness towards 

students are generated and allowed to exist in our national educational system. 

The national guidelines for education and teaching are generic and they will not be able 

to fulfill all students’ individual needs in relation to their competences and interest. 

However, the interviewed students’ accounts brought up important aspects of schooling 

that are worthy of emphasizing, even though they are applied in the contemporary 

education system to the extent of available resources. These are, for example, fostering 

of relatively calm learning surroundings, taking notice of the composition of class 

groups and seating arrangements, allowing enough time for students’ independent work, 

introducing relevant and intriguing learning topics, and ensuring that teaching method 

foster support and attentiveness towards students.  

The educational laws and national curriculum defines certain school subjects as 

compulsory even in the level of senior secondary school, which otherwise is voluntary. 

The experiences of the interviewed student highlighted the fact that students tend to 

exert most of their effort and time onto the subjects that are more interesting to them or 

in which they feel to be competent. Bergin (1999) suggested that educational structures 

should include more individual freedom to choose the topics of study in order to 

facilitate interest. Tsai et al. (2008) also suggested a transition away from the teacher-

centred approach of learning towards establishing and confirming of students’ sense of 

autonomy in learning. For sure, exemplar schooling systems exist that currently follow 

the proposed guidelines, but the limited resources of the national education system 

poses its restrictions. Change is however always difficult to implement. Schools with 
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new regimes might, for instance, be interpreted as increasing inequality in education for 

the opportunities would most likely be unevenly distributed on a national level. 

In addition to the compulsiveness of mathematics, it is a socially highly valued school 

subject. It is also one of the subjects compared internationally in large-scale 

investigations such as PISA. Successful mathematical performances are thus significant 

to schools on a singular as well as on a national level of education. It may be 

considered, though, that if these type of motivational and performance changes would 

occur within an academic domain not subject to such extensive national or international 

comparison, would it raise such noticeable attention? This remains a matter of another 

exploration. 

Overall, students’ manifestations of lack of interest and competence in the classroom or 

towards certain school subjects ought not to be personal problems of only the students, 

or the teaching faculty, but a shared focus of development for our society. The 

ramifications of lack of interest and beliefs in one’s own competences may be 

significant in relation to whole academic careers. The experiences of not succeeding in 

something, whatever the motives of failure are, may have far-reaching effects beyond 

students’ academic careers. For instance, the possibility of merely giving up an 

execution of a task will most likely appear in work life in a similar manner – when an 

assignment does not provide enough interest, it is left unfinished. When an individual 

does not believe to possess the necessary competences to fulfill the duties given to 

them, they will rather not even try. Even though this study was framed within a specific 

academic surrounding, the motivational factors of interest and self-efficacy are 

inseparably involved in various learning situations and human functioning. This is what 

makes the current topic of research meaningful in a much wider spectrum than a mere 

math class. 
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Appendices 

 

APPENDIX 1 

Suostumus osallistua tutkimukseen 
Helsingin yliopisto, Käyttäytymistieteiden laitos 

 

Tutkijat: Elina Ylönen, Prof. Markku Niemivirta (tutkimuksen johtaja) 

 

Projekti: Laadullinen pro gradu -tutkimukseni on osa Forssan yhteislyseolla jo käynnissä 

olevaa Motivaatio, oppiminen ja hyvinvointi –tutkimushanketta, jossa tarkastellaan 

lukiolaisten opiskeluun liittyviä kokemuksia ja haasteita sekä pohditaan keinoja tukea 

opiskelua yksilöllisemmin. Oma tutkimukseni keskittyy opiskelijan motivaation, 

tavoitteen asettelun, suoritusten ja tyytyväisyyden välistä vuorovaikutuksellisuutta sekä 

siinä ilmenevää mahdollista muutosta.  

Menetelmä: Tutkimukseen osallistujan kanssa tehdään kahdenkeskinen, haastateltavan ja 

tutkijan välinen haastattelu. Haastattelu kestää noin 30–60 minuuttia ja se nauhoitetaan. 

Haastattelun sisältöä ja osallistujaa koskevia tietoja käsitellään luottamuksellisesti ja 

anonyymisti sekä käytetään vain tutkimustarkoitukseen. Osallistujalla on oikeus 

kieltäytyä haastattelun nauhoittamisesta sekä oikeus keskeyttää haastattelu. Osallistujalla 

on myös oikeus vetäytyä tutkimuksesta milloin tahansa ilman seuraamuksia. Tällöin 

osallistujan jakamia tietoja ei käytetä tutkimuksessa. 

Tutkimukseen osallistuminen on vapaaehtoista eikä siitä makseta palkkaa tai muuta 

palkkiota. 

 

Kiitän jo etukäteen ajastanne. 

 

Annan suostumukseni, että lapseni osallistuu haastatteluun: 

 

Huoltajan allekirjoitus ja nimenselvennys:     

Päiväys:    

 

 

Tutkijan yhteystiedot: 

Elina Ylönen 

050-3739386 

elina.ylonen@helsinki.fi 

 

Tutkimuksen johtajan yhteystiedot: 

Prof. Markku Niemivirta 

Siltavuorenpenger 5 A, PL 9 00014 Helsingin yliopisto 

markku.niemivirta@helsinki.fi 

 

Elina Ylönen   Markku Niemivirta  
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APPENDIX 2 

 
HAASTATTELURUNKO 

 

- Millä mielin olet aloittanut/aloitit opinnot lukiossa? 

- Miten kurssit ovat mielestäsi sujuneet? 

- Oletko ollut tyytyväinen kurssien sujumiseen? 

”Kiinnostuneisuus ja ajankohtaisuus matematiikan opintojen tutkimisen osalta”: 

- Tarkemmin ottaen, miten mielestäsi matematiikan opintosi ovat sujuneet? 

 

”Olen tutustunut opiskelija- ja kurssikohtaisiin tietoihin matematiikan osalta” 

(kvanttivastaukset) 

Muutoksen syytekijällistä dynamiikkaa 

- Arvosanojen perusteella suoriutumisesi matematiikassa on muuttunut kurssien 

myötä – miten itse näet asian? 

- Arvosanojen perusteella matematiikan suorituksesi ovat laskeneet kurssien 

myötä – mitä mieltä itse olet asiasta? 

- Miksi ja miten arvosanasi ovat laskivat / jatkoivat laskuaan / nousivat? 

- (profiilimateriaali) Suoritustasosi matematiikassa laski aluksi ja olit siihen 

tyytymätön, jolloin suoritustasosi nousi – mitä tapahtui? 

- (profiilimateriaali) Suoritustasosi matematiikassa laski aluksi ja olit siihen 

tyytymätön, mutta suoritustaso laski edelleen – mitä tapahtui? 

- Mitä ajattelet siitä, että arvosanasi ja suorituksesi ovat laskeneet? Laskivat ja 

nousivat? Haittaako sinua, että arvosanasi ja suorituksesi on laskenut? 

- Onko motivaatiosi (vai innokkuutesi, halusi, kiinnostuksesi) opiskella 

matematiikkaa muuttunut/laskenut suoritustesi muuttumisen/laskemisen myötä? 

Miten? 

- Miten paljon panostat matematiikan opintoihisi? 

- Teetkö aina kotitehtävät? Teetkö ne huolella? 

- (profiilimateriaali) Mitä panostaminen käytännössä tarkoittaa sinun kohdallasi? 

 

Motivaation taso, kiinnostuneisuus, minäpystyvyyden tunne 

- Miten arvosanojen ja suoritustasosi muuttuminen/heikentyminen on vaikuttanut 

motivaatioosi suhteessa matematiikan oppimiseen? 

- Onko arvosanojen ja suorituksen heikentyminen vaikuttanut motivaatioosi 

suhteessa matematiikan oppimiseen? 

- Kiinnostavatko matematiikan opinnot sinua? Miksi / miksi ei? 

- Onko kiinnostuneisuudessasi tapahtunut muutosta kurssien myötä? Millaista? 

- Oletko edelleen motivoitunut opiskelemaan matematiikkaa? 

- Minkä tasoisena oppilaana pidät itseäsi matematiikan osalta? 

- Pidätkö matematiikkaa vaikeana oppiaineena? 

- Haluatko saavuttaa matematiikassa hyviä arvosanoja / hyviä suorituksia? 

- Koetko, että suoritustesi lasku on vähentänyt kiinnostustasi matematiikan 

opintoihin? 
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- Koetko, että kun sait nostettua matematiikan suoristustasi, että se olisi 

vaikuttanut myös motivaatioosi ja tavoitteisiisi matematiikan osalta? 

- Miten koet pärjääväsi matematiikassa suhteessa muihin oppilaisiin? 

- Onko sinulle merkitystä, että suoriudutko paremmin tai huonommin kuin muut? 

- Kiinnostavatko muut kouluaineet sinua enemmän kuin matematiikka? Mitkä? 

 

Muutoksen mahdollisuudet parempaan 

- Mitä mielestäsi tulisi tapahtua, että saisit parannettua suoritustasi/arvosanojasi 

paremmaksi? 

- Miten saisit parannettua motivaatiotasi / intoasi tms. matematiikkaan liittyen? 

- Haluatko kasvattaa motivaatiotasi suhteessa matematiikkaan? Miksi / miksi et? 

- Haluatko parantaa matematiikassa suoriutumistasi? 

- Tunnetko pystyväsi parantamaan matematiikan suorituksiasi? 

- Millaiset edellytykset sinulla omasta mielestäsi on parantaa matematiikan 

suorituksiasi? 

- Millaisia tavoitteita sinulla on lukio-opinnoillesi ja eritoten matematiikan 

saralla? 

- Mitä tavoittelet matematiikan opinnoiltasi? 

- Ovatko matematiikan opintojen tavoitteesi muuttuneet lukion kurssien myötä? 

Jos ovat, niin miten ja miksi? 

- Aiotko (vielä) kirjoittaa matematiikan? 

 

- Miten suhtaudut kouluun ylipäänsä tällä hetkellä? 

- Mihin tähtäät lukion jälkeen? Miksi? 

- Kuinka tärkeä matematiikka mielestäsi on tulevaisuutesi kannalta? Miksi? 

- Entä kokemuksesi muista oppiaineista? Mitä aineita pidät omalla kohdalla 

tärkeimpinä? Miten matematiikka suhteutuu niihin? 
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APPENDIX 3 

 

Translations of quotes (in the order as they appear in the analysis): 

No kyllä se nyt ihan silleen on kiinnostanukin. (H: Mm) Ja sitte aina jos on semmonen 

joku jonka heti tunnilla ymmärtää ni sitte niitä viittii enemmänkin miettiä ja jos on joku 

semmonen et meinaa mitään ymmärtää ni sit se on vähän antaa olla sitte. (Meiju) 

No mää en varmaan oikeesti tajunnu et ois pitäny lukenu enemmän […] ja läksyjä ois 

pitäny tehdä paremmin (Emilia) 

mulla oli silleen että ku yläasteella mun ei tarvinnu tehdä oikeestaan mitään matikan 

suhteen ja mun matikka oli ysi (H: Mm) ja sitte ku jatko vähän silleen et kyllä se menee 

sit samalla lailla (naurahdus) ja sit ei mennykään […] (Sanna) 

ja sitte ku en mä tuu tarvii matikkaa jatkossa mihkään sitä pitkää niin mä aattelin et en 

mää sit sitä [pitkää matematiikkaa] jaksa lukee loppuun. (Sanna) 

sen mä voin melkein varmasti sanoa että mikään matemaattinen ala (naurahdus) se tuskin 

on tai semmonen. (Piia) 

jos mä kotona panostaisin enemmän läksyjen tekemiseen niin se kohde ois 

todennäköisesti joku muu aine (H: Joo) että ei välttämättä matematiikka. (Piia) 

mä en oo silleen niin teo- teoreettinen tyyppi et mä oon niin kun semmonen ympäri 

silleen niin kun (naurahdus) vetteet ja rannat silleen (H: Joo) et en mä niin ku mulle ei oo 

ikinä matikka ei oo millään tavalla uponnu kyllä. (Lauri) 

matikasta mä koen osaavani niil tunneilla mutta sitte kokeessa mulla meneekin 

huonommin (Ansa) 

Mulla tuli itse asiassa samanlainen taas et meni ysi-seiska-ysi (H: Okei) ne numerot ja 

mul oli molempien seiska- niin ku mistä mä sain seiskat niin opettaja sama […] mä en 

vaan jotenkin viihtyny siellä kurssilla sitten niin kun sen opettajan takia (Piia) 

mä tiiän et mä osaan ja mä oon niin ku kykeneväinen niin ku suoriutumaan niistä 

tehtävistä ihan kunnolla (Piia) 

Kyl nekin [kurssisisällöt] vaikeni tosi paljon sitte varsinkin nyt kun tuli vektorit (H: Joo) 

vikassa mitä mä kävin tässä vikassa jaksossakin vähän aikaa matikkaa niin sitten mä 

tajusin siellä etten mä opi mitään niin se on ihan turhaa istua siellä. (Sanna) 

Ja sitten se että kotona kun koitti tehä niitä niin sitte tuli semmonen turhautuminen kun ei 

ollu tullut neuvottua et miten tehdään kohta kohdalta ja sit jos ei ollu ymmärtäny niitä 

esimerkkejä (H: Niin) sit meni kotonakin vähän sillai et ei sit jaksanu enää niin ku yrittää 

tai meni vähän hermot. (Piia) 

jos on silleen että tuntee osaavansa sen aiheen muuten että (H: Okei) et jättää sit 

mieluummin. (Ansa) 

No totta kai siitä tulee semmonen et ei tääkään kurssi voi hyvin mennä […] totta kai jos 

saa vaikka niin ku vitosen kurssista jossa on tähdänny siihen kutoseen niin totta kai (H: 
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Mm) se autto niin ku niin ku eittämättä latistaa sitä (naurahdus) opiskeluintoo niin ku (H: 

Mm) siihen seuraavaan kurssiin. (Lauri) 

siitä ekasta kurssista mä sain seiskan (H: Joo) ja sitte seuraavasta tuli jo vitonen ni kyllä 

se [motivaatio] lähti aika nopeesti laskee siitä. (Sanna) 

Mulla tuli kaks kurssia mistä mä en päässy läpi ni sitte mä aattelin et se on parempi 

vaihtaa ku se ens vuonna vaikenee vaan lisää niin. (Sanna) 

sama numerotavote on niin kun joka kurssilla et et jos kasin tai ysin saa ni mä oon 

tyytyväinen (H: Mm) siihen (H: Joo) mutta tota… Ei se sillä tavalla oo muuttanu vaikka 

sieltä huonompikin on tullu (Piia) 

No ehkä vähän tavotteet on laskenu ja on todennu et ei niin kun resurssit ja aika ja 

tämmöset perheolosuhteet anna vaan myöden niin paljon että ois niin kun mahdollisuus 

pärjätä niin hyvin että (H: Mm) ottaa sen minkä irti saa ja sitte tyytyy siihen tai niin ku et 

ei nyt tietenkään luovuta mutta kuitenkin että menee niillä [tilanteellisilla resursseilla] 

(Piia) 

No kyl mä aika tyytymätön olin silloin ekassa jaksossa siihen mut en mä tajunnu et 

nousee niin paljon taso täällä (H: Mm). Sitte kun mää tajusin että taso on niin paljon 

korkeempi niin mä aloin tyytymään vähän heikompiinkin numeroihin. (Emilia) 

Niin sit mä oon ollu vaan entistä tyytyväisempi ku se on noussu sinne vähän lähemmäs 

sitä mitä se on joskus ollu (naurahdus). […] Onhan se [tavoitetaso] korkeemmaks noussu 

sitte mut kyl mä vähän laskinkin sitte (H: Mm) tiettyyn tasoon vähän alemmas. (Emilia) 

Joo viimesin meni sit sillai et mä luin ihan kunnolla kokeeseen ja valmistauduin hyvin. 

(Emilia) 

No ehkä sillai vähän että huomas et viimekskin niin ku selvis siitä aika hyvin niin sitten 

vaan että kyl mä nyttekin selviän että jaksaa vaan tehä sen eteen (H: Mm) vähän töitä. 

(Emilia) 

oon sen tason käytännöllinen et mä tosiaan teen tehtäviä teen tehtäviä teen tehtäviä 

päivästä toiseen silleen että esimerkiks uusintaan niin tuli tehtyä niin ku jokaisesta 

kappaleesta se ainakin ainakin puolet tehtävistä ja (H: Mm) enemmänkin mutta mut et mä 

tosiaan joudun silleen niin ku harjottelee. (Lauri) 

totta kai tulee aina miettineeks et kunhan ei oo se huonoin numero luokalla tai niin ku tai 

tälleen totta kai aina suhteuttaa ja sit ku kaveripiirissä on niin ku tosi hyviä keskiarvoja ja 

näin niin totta kai onhan sillä merkitystä. […] ei se paineita luo mutta sellasta niin ku 

omaa omaa sellasta siis motivaatio ja kilpailuhenkisyys ja tällanen mutta mutta siis en mä 

sanois et ihan hirveitä paineita luo. (Lauri) 

No lähinnä ehkä niin kun jos mulla on siinä joku läheinen kaveri kenen kans mä niin ku 

istun tai vastaavaa mitä mul ei hirveen usein oo kuitenkaan niin silloin mä ehkä vertailen 

itteeni mutta en mä matikassa ni harvemmin mä sit kuitenkaan (H: Mm) vertailen. Että 

mä tiiän että niin kun siellä on niitä parempia ja että mä olen ihan kohtalaisen hyvä (H: 

Mm) ja sitte riittää että harvemmin mä vertailen siin aineessa. (Piia) 

No kyllä mä sillai et kyllä me vähän niin kun numeroita kattellaan kavereitten kanssa 

mutta en mää nyt ihan kaikissa aineissa pysty vertaamaan muihin et lähinnä niihin omiin 

suorituksiin. (Emilia) 
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En mä kyl kovin paljoo. Tosi monella kaverilla on pitkä niin (naurahdus) ei oikein voi 

verrata tolleen. (H: Mm) Ja en mä koe sitä tarpeelliseks et mä vertaan. (Ansa) 

tietty sit jos on enemmän kavereita samassa ryhmässä niin sit voi mennä vähän sillai ei 

niin hyvin mutta sitten taas jos on niin ku ei niin montaa kaveria niin sitte tietysti totta kai 

keskittyy enemmän opiskeluun. (Emilia) 

Viime ryhmä ja kai toka tai toisiks viimenenkin oli vähän semmosia äänekkäämpiä se 

häiritsi mua tosi paljon (H: Joo) mut sit mä vaan yritin keskittyä. (Ansa) 

luokkailmapiiri on ollu aika semmonen vilkas että siellä ei niin ku sellasta kunnon rauhaa 

oo ollu […] Oli erilaiset puitteet ja niin ku se oli pienempi ryhmä siinä. (H: Okei) Pysty 

keskittyy vähän paremmin (Piia) 

kyllä mä sitä kaipaan tai sitte jos se kuka istuu siin vieressä niin jos se ei oo niin 

motivoitunut tai sitte se niin ku ei saa sitä rauhaa niin on se vähän harmi koska kyllä sitä 

niin ku tarviis. Tai ei nyt koko aikaa välttämättä ihan hiljaa tarvii olla mut sit on niin ku 

se hetki et saa tehdä ja miettii yksinään ja (H: Mm) ihan rauhassa niit tehtäviä. (Piia) 

No tietty opettajat sillai et mul on kaks opettajaa nyt ollu niin ei ne nyt niin hirveesti 

poikkee se et molemmat ihan (H: Mm) hyviä ollu (Emilia) 

just opettajatkin sanoo et ei se yks kurssi haittaa niin paljoo jos se menee huonosti koska 

pääasia on että oppii sieltä ne tärkeimmät ni ei se niin paljoa haitannu sitte ennen ku just 

tuli sit ne tosi huonot. (Sanna) 

jos pyytää apua ja koitti pyytää apua niin ei saanu sellasta kunnon ohjeistusta vaikka niin 

kun ois tarvinnu (H: Okei) ja semmosta niin kun kohta kohdalta neuvomista et mitä mä 

ainakin muilta opettajilta oon saanu. (H: Mm) Niin tältä opettajalta ei sitte saanu (Piia) 

se ei mulle henkilökohtasesti sopinu se opettaja ja tota ei ne asiat sinänsä ollu vaikeita 

mutta mä en vaan jotenkin viihtyny siellä kurssilla sitten niin kun sen opettajan takia 

(Piia) 

sen kurssin opettaja ei ei mun mielestä ollu niin ku millään tavalla tai opettanu millään 

tavalla vaan se oli sellasta et niin ku itsekseen niin ku puhutaan niin ku taululle […] sit 

taas ykkös- ja kakkoskurssilla on ollu tosi hyvä opettaja (Lauri) 

asioita mennään totta kai nopeesti kun pitää kirja käydä niin ku kurssissa mutta sit se kans 

että […] asiat selitetään niin ku kunnolla ja perusteellisesti vaikka ei ny ihan hirveen 

moneen kertaan mutta sit kun ne selitetään niin selitetään kunnolla. (H: Mm) Ja et niin 

että varmasti jokainen ymmärtää. (H: Mm) Ja sit sellanen rauhallisuus että vaikka on kiire 

käydä niitä asioita läpi niin ei niin kun silti tarvii alkaa hutiloimaan tai sillä (naurahdus) 

tavalla että pystyy kuitenkin rauhassa niin ku käymään ne asiat. (Piia) 

Juu siis on se ihan mielenkiintosta ja varsinkin sitten niin ku kun ymmärtää ne asiat niin 

ihan mielellään tekeekin sitten läksyjä. (Emilia) 

No ehkä sitä aina kun onnistuu niin saa motivaatioo lisää. (H: Mm) Jaksaa panostaa. […] 

No ehkä sit vaan ku se on paljon kiinnostavampaa ja kivempaa niin sitte… Se sit 

motivoikin enemmän. (Meiju) 

No kyllä se nyt ihan silleen on kiinnostanukin. (H: Mm) Ja sitte aina jos on semmonen 

joku jonka heti tunnilla ymmärtää ni sitte niitä viittii enemmänkin miettiä ja jos on joku 

semmonen et meinaa mitään ymmärtää ni sit se on vähän antaa olla sitte. (Meiju) 
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totta kai mä niissä pyrkisin vähintään siihen kutoseen mutta (H: Mm) mut jos sielt nyt 

mukava kurssi tulee ja siin jaksaa keskittyä ja motivaatiota löytyy mitä tosiaan et täytyy 

oikein sanoa et tälleen huonomotivaatioisesti että sitä mä en usko kyllä (Lauri) 

Kyllä mää uskon et mä niin ku aikalailla samalla tasolla pystyn pitämään että tuskin siinä 

mitään hirveetä (naurahduksia) romahdusta tulee tapahtumaan. (Piia) 

Se [seuraavan vuoden matematiikka] on varmaan vähän vaikeempaa ja mä yritän 

suoriutua jotenkin (H: Mm) siitä. (Ansa) 


